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IN 11 DAYS 
IT'£ NOT 
JUST l\ TV SUOOJ... 
IT'S OUR FUTURES 
ROSE IS ROSE ?• P»- B««D- 
Weather 
At least it's not snow: 
Friday, sunny early. In- 
creasing cloudiness late. 
High around 70. Southwest 
winds 10 to 20 mph. Friday 
night, mostly cloudy with a 
slight chance of showers. 
Low near 50. Chance of rain 
30 percent. Saturday, mostly 
cloudy with a chance of 
showers. High in the lower 
60s. Chance of rain 40 per- 
cent. 
Outside Campus 
Another flag flap: 
>     TOLEDO - A high school 
principal said Thursday he 
was correct in suspending 
11 students for defying an 
order prohibiting them from 
flying Confederate flags 
during the homecoming 
parade. 
"They were not suspended 
fpr displaying the flag ... 
they were suspended for not 
following my instructions to 
stay out of the parade," said 
Louis Woods, principal of 
the predominantly white 
Bowsher High School. 
The parade occurred be- 
fore last Friday's football 
game with Libbey High 
School. Bowsher's nickname 
is the Rebels. 
The use of the flag has 
been discouraged since 1980 
when a group of parents, 
school officials, faculty and 
students said the banner 
was offensive. 
Woods on Monday sus- 
pended the students, who 
are white, for three days. 
Mourning Kilo: 
SHEFFIELD, Ohio-A 
drug-sniffing dog that ap- 
peared in Nancy Reagan's 
"Just Say No" anti-drug 
video died after jealously 
eating a plastic drug pipe 
and towel being used to train 
a puppy. 
The dog. Kilo, a 9-year-old 
golden retriever, died 
Wednesday of complications 
after surgery. 
Patrolman Ronald Trifile- 
tti said Kilo became jealous 
Sunday and went for the 
drug pipe and towel. "It was 
like losing a son, my partner 
and friend," Trifiletti said 
Thursday. 
Lottery 
CLEVELAND - Here are 
Thursday night's Ohio Lot- 
tery selections: 
Pick 3 Numbers: 1-7-3 
Pick 4 Numbers: 9-1-8-1 
The Super Lotto Jackpot is 
$24 million. 
Compiled from staff and 
wire reports. 
Perot's bounce worries opponents 
by John King 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON • President 
Bush and De- 
mocrat Al Gore 
on Thursday 
urged Ross 
Perot's sup- 
porters not to 
waste their 
votes, trying to 
stall a modest 
Perot resur- 
gence attrib- 
uted to his de- Perot 
bate performances and $30 mil- 
lion in recent spending. 
Democratic  presidential  can- 
didate Bill Clinton joined the 
cause when asked about Perot as 
he campaigned in Seattle. He 
said the Texan's economic plan 
would toss 400,000 people from 
their jobs by 1995. "When the 
American people look at it, I 
think they are going to vote for 
me," Clinton said. 
Perot countered with another 
30-minute network commercial 
that focused primarily on his 
family life, but also urged Amer- 
icans to "vote your conscience." 
New campaign finance reports 
showed that Perot has spent 
more than $46 million of his own 
fortune on the campaign. 
Campaign and industry sour- 
ces said that in addition to net- 
work television buys, Perot is air- 
ing TV ads in 23 states around 
the country. 
The Texas billionaire also is 
spending heavily on radio ads in 
at least nine states: Connecticut, 
Florida, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Texas 
and Wisconsin. Supporters have 
been urging Perot to make cam- 
paign appearances as well, but 
aides said Thursday that none 
were scheduled. 
Perot's climb into the high 
teens in national polls and even 
higher in some state surveys is 
significant. 
"It's a problem," said Clinton 
communications director George 
Stephanopoulos. "Obviously, the 
higher he goes, the more he takes 
from us." 
Perot's movement also is 
viewed with alarm by the Bush 
campaign. 
In nationally televised inter- 
views Thursday, Bush and Dem- 
ocratic vice presidential nominee 
Gore both said Perot cannot win 
and predicted his supporters 
would look elsewhere. 
"When they go into that booth 
they're going to say, I'm not go- 
ing to waste my vote," Bush said 
on "CBS This Morning." 
Gore, speaking on NBC's "To- 
day" show, said Americans are 
"especially eager not to waste 
their vote, not to cast a vote that 
will not materially affect the out- 
ln Search Of The Great Pumpkin 
Getting ready for Halloween, senior liberal studies major Jen- 
nifer Puckett tries to find the perfect pumpkin at the Volunteers 
In Progress Pumpkin Sale outside the Student Services Building 
The BG Newi/TIro Norman 
Thursday afternoon. Proceeds from the sale will go to local chari- 
ties. 
come of the race." 
Bush said Perot has oversim- 
plified solutions to the country's 
problems and said the independ- 
ent has some "nutty ideas" and 
has made some "crazy state- 
ments." 
Democrats are circulating 
"talking points" to campaign 
surrogates urging them to paint 
Perot's deficit-reduction plan as 
a measure whose tax increases 
and spending cuts would hurt the 
middle class and perhaps trigger 
a depression. 
"You are throwing your vote 
away unless you vote your con- 
science," Perot says in one of his 
See PEROT, page five. 
B.G. Taxi 
may cut 
late night 
service 
by Chris Hawley 
local government reporter 
The Bowling Green Ad Hoc 
Transit Advisory Board voted 
Thursday to recommend the city 
cut B.G. Taxi service between 10 
p.m. and 12 a.m. Mondays 
through Saturdays, following a 
review of the public transporta- 
tion system by a private consult- 
ing firm. 
The proposed cut in service 
would be made to reduce drivers' 
workload and to concentrate 
night riders during hours of 
lower demand for service. 
Board members noted that the 
cuts might affect University stu- 
dents, who use the taxi service 
most extensively late at night, 
but said some reduction in hours 
must be made to relieve the taxi 
service's five drivers. 
Only board member and Sec- 
ond Ward City Councilman John 
Mura voted against the decision 
to recommend the late-night ser- 
vice cuts. Mura said the service's 
ridership should be studied fur- 
ther before the board decides 
which time periods to cut. 
"I think the hours should be cut 
back, but there might be a better 
See TRANSIT, page five. 
5 vie for commissioner posts 
Candidates give views on various subjects 
by Chris Hawley 
local government reporter 
If local lawns seem to be sprouting a bumper 
crop of campaign yard signs this year, the 1992 
Wood County board of commissioners race is 
probably a large contributor to the decor. 
With five candidates - four of them veteran pub- 
lic officials - vying for two board seats in Novem- 
ber, the commissioners contest could provide local 
voters with the most choices - and the toughest 
decisions - of the year's elections. 
Campaigning against Democratic challenger 
Tom Warns to hold on to her present post on the 
board is two-term commissioner Republican Mari- 
lyn Baker. 
Throughout her campaign, Baker has stressed 
her experience as well as her moderate stance on 
Wood County issues. 
"I have brought harmony to the board, I have 
brought balance to the board and I have taken part 
in a great deal of accomplishments," she said in a 
September debate. 
Baker has cited the county's new 911 system and 
plans for a Regional Water and Sewer District to 
service area townships as signs of progress in the 
county. 
However, Baker has been criticized for the all- 
Republican board's attempt to sue Toledo because 
of an unsigned contract that would give the city a 
portion of tax monies in addition to a set fee from 
northern Wood County towns in return for supply- 
ing those communities with water. 
Warns has attacked the suit, saying it is too ex- 
pensive and criticizing the commissioners' use of 
out-of-county lawyers. Warns has also questioned 
the water and sewer district's ability to serve rural 
residents and has said the board should be more 
willing to negotiate with Toledo to bring water to 
the county. 
Baker has responded by calling the suit an effort 
to keep the county out from "under the thumb of 
Toledo." 
Warns has also criticized Baker for only working 
in the commissioners' office part-time and has 
questioned the all-Republican board's dealings 
with Democratic sheriff Matthew Brichta. 
The board now faces a suit filed by sheriff's 
deputies who claim the board reneged on an arbi- 
trated contract deal. 
Warns served as county commissioner from 
1989 through 1990, filling Alvin Perkins' post after 
Perkins resigned from the board in order to assist 
the development of a new coal gassification busi- 
ness. Warns ran for re-election in 1990 but was 
defeated by Republican Robert Latta. 
The race to fill retiring Commissioner Leonard 
Stevens' board seat is no match between ligh- 
tweights, either. Past Democratic commissioner 
Alvin "Alvle" Perkins and Republican Ed Miller - 
both former Bowling Green mayors - have em- 
phasized their political experience in their cam- 
paigns against each other and independent candi- 
dateFranklin Tokes. 
Perkins, who hopes to return to the board three 
years after leaving to help start a new business, 
has touted his efforts as mayor and commissioner 
to bring new industries to the area and improve the 
area's infrastructure. 
Like Warns, Perkins has urged against continu- 
ing the county's suit against Toledo and encour- 
aged cooperation with the city. 
"They could have negotiated it rather than let it 
go that far," Perkins said. "We have to work with 
our neighbors to the north." 
Perkins has also criticized commissioners for 
shifting  more  administrative  responsibility  to 
See COMMISH, page four. 
Third violation 
may close bar 
by Eileen McNamara 
police reporter 
The Good Tymes Pub may 
have to close its doors for 
good after receiving its third 
liquor law violation Thursday 
for allegedly serving alcohol 
to a 20-year-old confidential 
informant. 
"We're going to ask the 
judge to order the abatement 
of a nuisance," Bowling 
Green Police Det. Al Alvord 
said. "[The bar] could be shut 
down." 
Co-owner George J. Shild- 
wachter, 22, was cited for 
furnishing alcoholic bever- 
ages to an underage person. 
Supposed former owner 
Richard P. Thompson, 48, was 
cited for keeping a place 
where alcoholic beverages 
are served in violation of the 
law. Alvord said Thompson 
was cited because the busi- 
ness permit is still in his 
name.' 
"We're citing the business 
and the permit shows Thomp- 
son as doing business at Good 
Tymes," Alvord said. "I don't 
care who shows up in court, 
just as long as someone frep- 
"We're going to ask the 
judge to order the 
abatement of a nuisance. 
[The bap] could be shut 
down." 
Al Alvord, Bowling 
Green Police Detective 
resenting the business] Is 
there." 
Thompson and Schildwach- 
ter are scheduled to appear In 
Bowling Green Municipal 
Court Wednesday. 
Thompson reportedly sold 
the business in June to Shild- 
wachter and University soph- 
omore Mike Gatten, who 
lowered the bar's minimum 
age requirement to 18. 
Thompson had implemented a 
21 -and-over policy in January 
after he was cited the second 
time for alledgedly violating 
liquor laws. 
Neither Shildwachter, Gat- 
ten or Thompson could be 
reached for comment. 
A July IS article in The 
News stated that the new co- 
owners insisted they would 
"keep a watchful eye out for 
illegal consumption." 
Opinion 
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Warns, Perkins  fA 
best choices for 
commissioner 
Perkins plans to help further 
county's economic interests 
Perkins 
Ed's swell and Franklin Tokes is OK 
too, but when you punch your bal- 
lot for Wood County commissioner on 
Nov. 3, choose Alvie Perkins. 
No one can argue against the experi- 
ence and good intentions of former 
Bowling Green mayor Ed Miller or the 
willingness of Tokes, but 
Perkins is the all-around 
best man for the job. 
Perkins served suc- 
cessively and successful- 
ly as a Bowling Green 
city councilman, mayor 
and as county commis- 
sioner for more than 17 
years. 
When he left the com- 
missioners' office in 
1989 before finishing his term, Perkins 
committed potential political suicide -- 
and he knew it. But it was to work on a 
project that would benefit not only the 
county, but the country, and he made 
the decision in the best interest of the 
people he was serving. 
If elected this time, though, Perkins 
has pledged to finish all four years, "no 
matter what." 
Miller has done a lot for Bowling 
Green and may very well be the best 
choice for the county seat, but it's Per- 
kins who has done the most and is the 
best chice for the entire county. A re- 
sident of Center Township, a graduate 
of Perrysburg High School and a Toledo 
worker, Perkins is a man who will fight 
for the county as a whole. 
While in office he helped attract Co- 
oper Products and The Wall Street 
Journal, helped facilitate the expansion 
of Chrysler, Capital Plastics, Centrite 
and Henry Filters in Wood County and 
helped to secure funding for the Wood 
County Senior Citizens Center. You can 
find that out through reading his pub- 
licity materials. 
What you won't find in the literature 
is that Perkins is someone who gen- 
uinely cares about the people of Wood 
County and wants to make it a better 
and more economically secure place for 
people to live -- and that's why he's run- 
ning for commissioner, not because 
he's bored with retirement like Miller 
seems to be or tired of selling cars like 
Tokes. 
In his brochure it says his heart is 
what makes him the ideal candidate, 
but those are just words. If you stand 
face to face with him you'll know it's 
true. We're not saying Miller or Tokes 
don't care. We're just saying it's 100 
percent evident that Perkins does. 
He knows what it's like to be an or- 
dinary Joe -- as a member of the Broth- 
erhood of Plumbers and Pipefitters he 
is one, and will work harder than any 
other candidate to improve the county 
for everyday people. 
So do yourselves a favor and pencil in 
Perkins on Nov. 3. 
Warns' plan to employ workers from area 
offers promise of strengthened job base 
\K jood County needs a commissioner 
V Vwho is willing to commit to the job 
full-time, and Democrat Tom Warns is 
your man. 
Warns, who is running against in- 
cumbent Marilyn Baker, plans on being 
available to the public whenever he is 
needed, whereas Baker has been ac- 
cused of not spending sufficient time in 
the office. 
By spending more time at the office, 
Warns will have a better shot at expand- 
ing the Wood County job base - an im- 
possible feat for 
someone who is part- 
time. 
' Warns worked at the 
Libbey-Owens Ford Co. 
for 26 years and was of- 
fice manager at Glass- 
workers Local 9 for 13 
years. This experience, 
along with his finance 
experience, would help 
him to keep the budget 
balanced. He wants to use more in- 
house people for necessary work in the 
commissioners' office to limit needless 
spending. 
In contrast to Baker, Warns is con- 
cerned with using people from the 
county prosecutor's office when involv- 
ing the county in a court case. This 
would greatly benefit Wood County by 
saving taxpayers from spending need- 
less extra dollars in hiring outside law 
firms -- and when their taxes are used 
for legal expenses, the money will stay 
right here. 
Baker has been responsible for help- 
ing to involve the county in a practical- 
Warns 
ly fruitless lawsuit against Toledo 
about the water exchange. This suit is 
costing Wood County taxpayers virtual- 
ly thousands of dollars, and because the 
commissioners are employing lawyers 
from Columbus, the money is not going 
back into the county. 
Warns wants to spend our tax dollars 
on more important, and reachable, 
goals: improvement of our educational 
system -- true, a commissioner isn't go- 
ing to be able to do much to help with 
the University's funding, but Warns has 
pledged to lobby for funding gains on a 
state level -- transportation, because 
access to businesses equals jobs for 
residents, and economic development. 
Warns also says the county executor 
has too much power and needs to be 
resricted in his/her role in the commis- 
sioners' office. 
Baker has done a lot of good for this 
county and we can't take that away 
from her. But as with stale bread that 
has sat on the shelf too long, it's time to 
get a new loaf. Warns has new ideas and 
can offer a new perspective for the bet- 
terment of this county - and, unlike 
Baker, has some solid ideas about ways 
to do so. 
Baker supporters may argue that the 
down time created by a new commis- 
sioner may be a good reason to avoid 
the switch to Warns. But Warns isn't a 
greenhorn. He served in the commis- 
sioners' office already for 18 months 
and we don't forsee a painful transition. 
Stick to the prevalent theme in this 
year's elections: the time has come for a 
change. So vote Warns on Nov. 3. 
Religious views of women 
seep into modern politics 
Have you ever seen an il- 
lustration in which God was pic- 
tured as a woman? If not, it is 
certainly not surprising because 
all of society's established relig- 
ions are entirely patriarchal. 
Although some may believe in 
God as a sexless non-human en- 
tity, the fact remains that 
whenever God is represented in 
human forms (whether in a 
sculpture, painting or movie) He 
is personified as male. Also, most 
who speak of God refer to Him as 
God the Father. If somebody 
were to call Him God the Mother, 
God the Sister or Goddess, that 
person would likely garner many 
strange looks and much criti- 
cism. 
Why has God's image been so 
masculinized by our society? Is it 
because of religious traditions 
that this image has remained un- 
changed through so many years? 
If so, maybe it is time for some 
traditions to be changed. 
Obviously, most organized re- 
ligions would be undermined if 
all of their traditions were elim- 
inated because religion is largely 
based upon traditions rooted in 
the Bible. 
I am aware that the Bible itself 
refers to God as father, but does 
this mean that God is literally a 
human-like figure that happens 
to be a male? Probably not. The 
connection of God with the father 
position is more likely a reflec- 
tion of the common attitudes dur- 
ing the historical time period 
when the Bible was written. At 
that time, the father was con- 
sidered the most powerful family 
figure and the dominant 
male/subservient female ideol- 
ogy was even more widespread 
than it is today. 
If God's image continues to be 
masculinized in modern day re- 
ligions and if the traditional dom- 
inant male/subservient female 
ideology continues to be present- 
ed as good, holy and right, then 
these patriarchal religious atti- 
tudes will continue to seep into 
Juliet Cook 
families, politics and the whole 
society. 
This is true because most 
Christians are encouraged to live 
their faith. They often carry atti- 
tudes based upon their religious 
beliefs into other areas of their 
lives. Some of these Christian at- 
titudes are leading to continued 
discrimination against women in 
various areas. 
What about the area of politcs? 
The most recent example that 
comes to mind is how rarely 
women's issues were mentioned 
by any of the candidates in the 
debates. 
"Personal morality and 
women's bodies are not 
items to be governed by 
some public or political 
consensus." 
In the second presidential de- 
bate, during which members of 
the audience asked the questions, 
women's issues were never even 
mentioned until the very end of 
the debate when the mediator 
tried to prompt a question from 
the audience concerning ethnic 
or women's issues. There was a 
long silence. Finally someone 
asked when each candidate 
thought that his party would 
elect an African American and 
woman ticket to office. None of 
the candidates responded elo- 
quently. 
Bill Clinton at least mentioned 
the special experiences and 
backgrounds that women could 
bring to office, based on their 
special knowledge of inequality. 
George Bush and Ross Perot both 
cited Colin Powell, but neither 
even mentioned women until 
pressed by the mediator. None of 
the three said anything about 
women's issues in their closing 
statements. 
I realize that most issues being 
dealt with by the presidential 
candidates are issues that affect 
women and men alike, but in this 
debate the abortion issue did not 
even come up. This is disturbing 
because it is very important and 
right that women should have 
full control over their own bodies 
and their own reproductive 
powers. True, abortion is more a 
moral issue than a legal issue, but 
that is precisely the reason that it 
must continue to be addressed - 
because the government is still 
trying to impose laws upon per- 
sonal morality! 
Personal morality and women's 
bodies are not items to be gov- 
erned by some public or political 
consensus. 
Abortion is just one of the is- 
sues that affects women unfairly 
and deserves consideration by 
those who want to govern our na- 
tion ... or by Uiose who want to 
govern our churches. 
If you think women have 
already achieved equality, what 
do you say about the Equal 
Rights Amendment that still re- 
mains to be passed into law? I say 
that equality won't be achieved 
until the religious and political 
factions of our society realize 
that women's issues are of ex- 
treme importance. 
Juliet Cook is a columnist for 
The News. 
City needs to fix parking problem 
Weekends drawing tourists should merit special attention 
The BG News: 
Saturday night I experienced 
first-hand an official BG "Wel- 
come Back." My story begins by 
mentioning I spent $125 this 
weekend - not on food; not on 
beer; not at the football »ame - 
but on towing expenses. Tow- 
ing! 
If the city thought they were 
doing me a favor by towing my 
car, they picked the wrong per- 
son. Unlike many others, I was 
not drinking. There were many 
other people that could have been 
done a favor by not allowing 
them to drive home. 
Nonetheless, my car was towed 
at 9:45 p.m. after I had mista- 
kenly parked in a lot space on the 
west side of Main Street. The 
second car went at 2:45 a.m. out 
of a visitor's lot from my apart- 
ment complex. A visitor's lot! 
I can accept I made a mistake 
by parking my car in a lot that 
was not intended for public park- 
ing. It is, however, difficult to 
swallow that it cost me $55 in 
cash to retrieve my car. I also 
find it hard to believe that my 
guest, who was parked in a visi- 
tor's section of the lot, was towed 
and it cost $70. 
I am not suggesting a slap on 
the hand, but a fair policy to help 
accommodate the increased 
number of cars that park in BG 
on special weekends. Why tow 
cars at highly populated times 
such as  Homecoming,  Parents' 
Weekend or the like? 
It seems to me that the city will 
not ticket visitors in fear they 
will not pay their fines. 
I am sure my friends will not 
be coming up for a weekend in 
BG soon. Is that what Homecom- 
ing is all about? The University 
should be commended for plan- 
ning a great Homecoming Week- 
end. The city of Bowling Green 
however, should be ashamed for 
taking advantage of the people 
who have supported this city for 
almost 75 years. 
Lee Ann Werner 
University employee 
Responses Wanted- 
Letters to the edior should be 
200-300 words in length and 
should be double-spaced and 
signed. Address or on campus 
mailbox number along with your 
telephone   number   for 
fication, must be included. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject any material that is 
offensive, malicious or libelous. 
veri-   All submissions are subject to 
condensation. 
Opinion Editor 
The BG News 
210 West Hall 
Local 
Friday, October 23, 1992 The BG News page three 
SamB's to open new 
kind of restaurant 
by Jason Pesllkls 
city reporter 
Hungry students craving 
something other than the usual 
pizza should note that a new 
Bowling Green business has 
opened its doors. 
Brothers Walt and Jim Fer- 
rell, owners of SamB's, have 
opened SamB's Wine Shop and 
Deli - where customers can 
eat-In, or have their order de- 
livered until midnight. 
The recently opened busi- 
ness at 1068 N. Main St. fea- 
tures appetizers, sandwiches, 
soups, homemade desserts, 
freshly baked bread, flavored 
coffees and other items, includ- 
ing a sirloin steak dinner. 
Jim Ferrell said the motiva- 
tion behind opening the new 
business was to fill a need that 
existed in Bowling Green, and 
to offer delivery of high- 
quality food. 
"If you serve good products 
that people cannot find any- 
where else, you give yourself a 
good chance to succeed," Fer- 
rell said. 
Ferrell said he learned of the 
importance of quality from his 
mother. 
"She taught me about stan- 
dards," he said. "The whole 
community respected her as a 
person with high standards." 
Several challenges faced the 
Ferrells during the six months 
it took to open the business. 
The   brothers   said   the   two 
major difficulties were design- 
ing a functional layout and 
properly training people so that 
everything would be 
synchronized. 
Walt Ferrell said the busi- 
ness carries 190 different do- 
mestic and imported wines and 
that they will be expanding 
their selection to 250 wines. 
"We focused predominantly 
on wine in the $7 to $13 range," 
he said. "We also have a selec- 
tion of nice lower-end wines in 
the $5 range." 
He added that the deli stocks 
wines that are not available in 
grocery stores, and sparkling 
wines are also available. 
Norm Chambers takes care 
of the wines and is developing a 
newsletter for customers. 
"All you will have to do is 
come in and sign up for it," he 
said. 
Domestic and imported 
beers, including Oranjeboom 
beer from the Netherlands, are 
in stock at the deli. 
"We are trying to build up 
our imports," Walt Ferrell said. 
"We do try to follow up on peo- 
ple's requests." 
The brothers both said they 
would like to expand their liq- 
uor license in order to offer 
customers draft beer and wine 
by the glass. 
Coffee lovers would probably 
enjoy a visit to the deli because 
50 coffees from all over the 
world are sold and the aroma of 
freshly ground coffee lingers 
Located at 1068 N. Main St., the new SamB's Wine Shop and Dell 
features a menu of domestic and imported wines, as well as appe- 
tizers, sandwiches, soups, homemade desserts, fresh baked bread 
Tht BC Newi/Tlm Norman 
and flavored coffees. Menu items are available for eat-in or deliv- 
ery. 
in the air. 
Jim Ferrell said coffee spe- 
cials by the cup are offered 
every day. "We also have auth- 
entic espresso and cappuc- 
cino," he said. 
Of course, SamB's Wine Shop 
and   Deli   offers   traditional 
meats, cheeses and homemade 
salads. 
Jim Ferrell stressed the fact 
that these items are high in 
quality and can also be de- 
livered. 
Anyone familiar with SamB's 
restaurant at 146 N. Main St. 
will   recognize   some  of   the 
menu items at the deli. 
Available appetizers include 
New York style chicken wings, 
nachos, cheese sticks and scal- 
lops wrapped in bacon, to name 
a few. 
Traditional deli sandwiches 
are offered, as well as grilled 
reubens, grilled chicken breast 
sandwiches and 6-ounce ham- 
burgers. 
The dessert case invites 
those with a sweet tooth and 
tempts dieters. The desserts 
are made at the deli and in- 
clude carrot cake, cheesecakes 
of various flavors, chocolate 
peanut butter pie and others. 
Deadline nears to return 
group recognition forms 
byjaneKllgore 
student life reporter 
Student Group Appreciation 
Day Is quickly approaching, 
and time is running out for 
groups that want to participate. 
The event will take place on 
Nov. 14 at the Bowling Green- 
Ball State football game, and is 
greatly anticipated by co- 
sponsors the athletic depart- 
ment and The News, and by or- 
ganizations that wish to 
receive publicity. 
"I think the event is a great 
idea, especially to have It take 
place oa Parent's Day, " said 
Kevin Callahan, Phi Kappa Tau 
fraternity member. "It gives 
the parents a chance to see 
these groups without any 
stereotypes." 
All groups officially recog- 
nized by the University are in- 
vited to participate. To do so, 
they must complete a one-page 
"Responses have been 
running a little slower than 
what we have expected, 
given the fact that this is an 
opportunity (or the groups 
to get some well needed and 
deserved recognition." 
Philip Goldstein, Senior 
Associate Athletic 
Director 
survey form on which they list 
any noteworthy accomplish- 
ments achieved by their organ- 
ization in the proceeding aca- 
demic year. 
The deadline for the applica- 
tions is Nov. 2, and any group 
interested that has not 
received a form should contact 
Philip Goldstein, senior associ- 
ate   athletic   director,   at 
372-2401. Goldstein said appli- 
cations for the event have been 
returning at a slow pace, but 
many more are expected 
within the next few days. 
"Responses have been run- 
ning a little slower than what 
we have expected, given the 
fact that this is an opportunity 
for the groups to get some well 
needed and deserved recogni- 
tion," Goldstein said. "We 
would expect the responses to 
come in a little faster as the 
deadline approaches." 
"In my estimation, the per- 
son who usually gets the atten- 
tion is the president or the 
head of the organization," he 
said. "But other members de- 
serve recognition as well tor 
their hard work, and this is a 
great way for the organiza- 
tional leaders to look and ap- 
preciate what their members 
have done." 
Imagine brings zest to city 
Tie-dyes, love beads, hand-made jewelry sold in store 
by Matthew A. Daneman 
Insider editor-in-chief 
Nancy, the comic strip character, has a closet 
full of identical outfits - the red skirt, the black 
top, etc. ... Charlie Brown wears his yellow shirt 
with the black stripe day after day. University 
students have piles and piles of blue oxfords and 
BGSU sweatshirts to wear with their brown 
leather bomber jackets. 
And most are content. But for those who want a 
touch of zest, a dash of spice to liven up monoch- 
romatic Northwest Ohio, an option has reared its 
colorful head and set up shop in Bowling Green. 
Imagine: the Unique Boutique, 134 E. Court St., 
across from Mr. Spot's, has a mission in life, ac- 
cording to owner Maria Britt. "I don't want the 
people to dress the same," Britt said. "I want them 
to feel they have something unique." 
That won't be too difficult a goal for Imagine, 
considering their stock. Dozens of tie-dyed and 
woven tapestries, bajas, Guatemalan belts, more 
than 40 styles of tie-dyed T-shirts, hand-woven 
wool sweaters, velvet dresses and skirts fill the 
store from wall to wall. And not one plain gray one 
among them. 
Aside from the clothing, Imagine offers handful 
upon handful of sun catchers, bandanas, love 
beads, hand-made necklaces and bracelets and 
crystals. And the goods read like a United Nations 
roll call, with sweaters from Nepal and Ecquador, 
tapestries from India, shirts and belts from 
Guatemala. All at a price that won't drain your 
pocketbook but will fill your closet, according to 
customers. 
"I was very impressed by the variety of the 
merchandise," Jennifer Myers, a senior English 
major, grinned. "And the prices. The prices were 
great. I know I will [shop here again]." 
The idea for Imagine came about when proprie- 
tors James and Maria Britt and the BG consumer 
found each other, James Britt explained. The 
Britts used to travel all across the Midwest selling 
their goods at any get-together they found. 
"We did concerts and universities and street fes- 
tivals," James Britt said. "This summer I even did 
Lollapalooza. We worked like six to eight months a 
year going around selling the clothes and stuff 
around the Midwest. Sometimes we'd take two to 
three trips to Guatemala and back [to restock]. 
"When I go to do shows I have a mobile store. I 
have canopies, I have tables, I have clothing racks. 
Open since Monday, the grand opening of Imag- 
ine is Saturday. At 1 p.m., an African drum ensem- 
ble will perform on the front porch. And to pro- 
mote the opening, Imagine is giving a 10 percent 
discount for the next several days, as well as a free 
friendship bracelet for every purchase $5 and 
over. 
Imagine: the Unique Boutique is open Sunday 
through Thursday from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday 
and Saturday from 11 am. to midnight. 
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BALLOONS - TO - GO 
Surprise Someone With 
A Balloon... 
Balloon Bouquets 
1 Mylar and 6 Solid 
ONLY $6.95 
Individual Mylars Also- 
Over 100 To Choose From 
PILLS VV PACKAGES 
111 E. Railroad St. 352-1693 
(next lo Kinko's by the tracks) 
W ^€AFE 
fioU'LING GR€€N. OHIO 
Presents 
hREDCLIrTH 
Ploying conremporory ond clossic acoustic rock. Tunes of the 
Deorles. Grateful Deod. Pink Floyd. Jimmy Duffer, Dod 
Company ond ftEM. Also originals. 
Friday 6 Saturday 
104 S. MAIN 353-0988 * 
Use a condom. 
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Shop 'Til You Drop 
Browsing through a rack of clothes, sophomore education major 
Andrea Wentland examines a shirt at the warehouse sale In the 
Tfce BG Ncwi/Rcbecca Colon 
Union Grand Ballroom Thursday afternoon. The sale was spon- 
sored by Clothing Concepts. 
GSS will vote on ROTC policies 
Anti-discrimination bill, centralized research topics for meeting 
byJenlBond ==^====^=^====    two universities, graduate stu- 
III   il-Jflilt    nni  .n*n ntnnl    a««n^A-> ^^M^^^^^^^^^^^^BH^n ■■■■■ ■ •>* ■ ■ 4»n*p   »>ill   jiiiffim   " 
l
student government reporter 
Graduate Student Senate is ex- 
pected to vote today on bills that 
request the University to termi- 
nate affiliation with the ROTC 
program and to conduct an open 
forum to discuss the centraliza- 
tion of higher education. 
The ROTC bill is aimed at the 
program's discriminatory poli- 
cies against gay and lesbian stu- 
dents, said Alex Teodosio, GSS 
welfare coordinator. 
If approved by the general as- 
sembly, the bill would request 
the University not to issue credit 
for ROTC classes nor honor 
ROTC scholarships. The bill also 
"We are inviting any graduate student to 
attend our meeting Friday to discuss the 
centralization issue. If research is 
centralized at only two universities, 
graduate students will suffer." 
Tony Fluellen, GSS President 
proposes moving ROTC to an off- 
campus location until discrimin- 
atory policies are discontinued. 
Students already enrolled in 
the ROTC program would not be 
affected by the bill, Teodosio 
said. 
The majority of the meeting 
will focus on the centralization of 
Ohio education, said GSS Presi- 
dent Tony Fluellen. 
"We are inviting any graduate 
student to attend our meeting 
Friday to discuss the centraliza- 
tion issue," Fluellen said. "If 
research is centralized at only 
dents will suffer." 
GSS will react to the report is- 
sued by the Managing for the Fu- 
ture Task Force -- which 
suggests that institutional 
research should be centralized at 
the University of Cincinnati and 
Ohio State. 
The meeting will serve as a 
planning and discussion session, 
said GSS Vice President David 
Vail Ian court. 
"We'll look at how we are going 
to deal with the issue," Vaillan- 
court said. "We are concerned 
about comprehensive research 
being centralized because that is 
what graduate student programs 
are all about." 
Tips make Halloween 
more treat than trick 
by Mellnda C. Monhart 
city life reporter 
As the month ends, little ghouls, ghosts and goblins will come out of 
their dark corners on Halloween in hopes of finding a few tricks and 
treats. 
But as children everywhere eagerly await this fun and fright-filled 
day, they sometimes don't realize the risk of injuries and accidents 
increases for those who plan to go trick-or-treating. 
To help prevent these injuries, the Ohio Department of Health and 
Wood County Health Department have developed a set of safety 
guidelines for parents or others accompanying children. 
Joanne Sommers, health educator for the Wood County Health De- 
partment, said children should be accompanied by someone who can 
keep them in their sight at all times. 
"They should never go alone, or enter homes or apartments," 
Sommers said. 
Children should be told not to eat any of their candy or other treats 
before they get home. Any and all treats should be inspected to make 
sure they are safety-sealed and have not been tampered with. 
Also, after candy has been inspected, all treats that appear to be 
spoiled, stale or unwrapped should be thrown away. Sommers said 
parents should pay special attention to fruit. It should be washed off 
and then cut int smaller pieces before being fed to a child. 
Problems with treats are not the only ones that parents should keep 
their eyes peeled for, though. Costumes and general safety are two 
other important aspects. 
"I think the number one thing is we have to watch out for kids and 
cars," Sommers said. "It is very hard to see the children." 
Children with wigs and masks have restricted vision, Sommers 
said, and should wear reflective tape on costumes and bags. Costume 
material should be of light coloring, or bright enough to be seen by 
motorists. 
Cutting eye- and noseholes in a child's mask allows for better vision 
and freer breathing. Costume parts such as wigs, masks, beards and 
hats should have a snug fit. An alternative to wearing a face mask is 
applying non-toxic face paint or make-up. 
Another safety precaution with costumes is looking for those made 
of flame-resistant materials, whether they are store-bought or 
homemade. Fin can pose a problem if a child is wearing a big, loose 
or billowy costume that could easily make contact with an open flame 
or candle. 
"If kids have a costume on that gets close to a pumpkin with a 
candle, it can catch fire," she said. "It's simple to let parents know to 
keep the jack-o-lantern away from the door [of their homes]." 
Children should not be permitted to carry swords, knives or other 
costume props unless these are made of soft and flexible materials. 
Younger children should not be permitted to keep any smaller toys or 
other novelty items that could be swallowed easily, especially if they 
are under 3 years old. 
COMMISH  
Continued from page one. 
County Executive Linda Amos 
and has promised to spend more 
time in the commissioners' office 
than current board members, 
who usually do not work five 
days a week. 
Tokes, a former county sher- 
iffs deputy who ran unsuccess- 
fully for sheriff in 1976, has 
echoed Perkins' call for more 
full-time commissioners and a 
lesser role for the county execu- 
tive. He has also called for a de- 
crease in board involvement in 
county law enforcement. 
"I want all the political stuff 
out of the sheriff's department," 
he said, adding he would make 
efforts to cut the department's 
administration and increase the 
number of on-the-road deputies. 
Miller, who joined the Bowling 
Green City Council in 1983 and 
served as mayor from 1987 to 
1991, has said the board could 
become a more effective body by 
actively encouraging communi- 
cation between communities. 
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Vietnam to help account for MIAs 
Newly acquired photos could clarify fate of missing servicemen 
by George Gedda 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - President 
Bush on Thursday praised Viet- 
nam's willingness to cooperate in 
accounting for missing American 
servicemen but said he doesn't 
see normal relations with Hanoi 
in the near future. 
Bush left the impression in an 
interview with CBS that there 
will be no decision on normaliz- 
ing relations before his term is 
finished - meaning a decision 
may fall to Democrat Bill Clinton 
if Bush is defeated. 
The president reaffirmed that 
normalizing relations with Viet- 
nam will be linked to Hanoi's co- 
operation in accounting for the 
MIAs and hinted that an 
exchange of ambassadors could 
depend on whether Hanoi moves 
toward democracy. 
The United States has never 
had diplomatic relations with the 
Hanoi government and maintains 
a trade embargo against Viet- 
nam. 
"I must be satisfied as presi- 
dent that all obstacles about 
POWs and MIAs have been re- 
"I mist be satisfied as president that all 
obstacles about POWs and MIAs have been 
removed." 
President George Bush, 
Bush 
moved," Bush said in explaining 
his requirements for extending 
diplomatic recognition. 
He described as a "little opti- 
mistic" an account in Thursday's 
editions of the Los Angeles 
Times that relations could be es- 
tablished within two to three 
months. 
Families of the missing Ameri- 
cans generally have been suppor- 
tive of the administration's refu- 
sal to unconditionally extend dip- 
lomatic recognition to Hanoi. 
Bush was upbeat for the most 
part about the fruits of the recent 
mission to Hanoi by his special 
envoy to Vietnam, retired Army 
Gen. John Vessey Jr. 
"This is a major break- 
through," the president said of 
the Vessey mission and the 
release to U.S. authorities of 
some 4,000 MIA-related pho- 
tographs. "But I need to know 
exactly how major," Bush added. 
The photographs, which are in 
the hands of the Defense Intel- 
ligence Agency, could help clear 
up the fate of more than 1,650 
Americans missing from the 
Vietnam War. 
The means by which the ad- 
ministration obtained the Viet- 
namese photos aren't clear. Sen- 
ate sources said the photographs 
were made available to an Amer- 
ican in Vietnam by a Vietnamese 
man who was troubled by his 
government's unwillingness to 
cooperate fully with the United 
States on the MIA question. 
When U.S. officials told Viet- 
namese authorities that 
thousands of MIA photos had 
come into their possession, Hanoi 
quickly showed a greater desire 
to cooperate, said the sources, 
who asked not to be identified. 
A joint communique issued 
after the trip said Hanoi had pro- 
vided additional "important in- 
formation" on the unresolved 
cases and promised to allow U.S. 
officials to search its war ar- 
chives. 
U.S. officials said a team of 63 
American specialists began a 
month-long joint search Thurs- 
day with Vietnamese officials of 
sites in Vietnam where American 
aircrafts are believed to have 
crashed. 
At the Pentagon, spokesman 
Bob Hall said a limited number 
of families of missing Americans 
had been contacted about the 
photographs. He refused com- 
ment beyond that, saying further 
information must await the Fri- 
day White House meeting. 
Candidates make 
campaign rounds 
by David Espo 
The Associated Press 
TRANSIT  
Continued from page one. 
way to divide those hours up," 
Mura said. 
If approved by city administra- 
tors, the proposal will be pre- 
sented to city council. The coun- 
cil must hold a public hearing be- 
fore making any changes in B.G. 
Taxi's service schedule. 
The proposal to cut back hours 
was one of IS recommendations 
to the board included in a CGA 
Consulting Services review of 
B.G. Taxi sponsored by the Ohio 
Department of Transportation. 
City Grants Coordinator Caro- 
lyn Lineback said in response to 
the review's recommendations, 
B.G. Taxi plans to hire a dispat- 
cher and backup drivers, reor- 
ganize its bookkeeping system, 
develop a pre-trip inspection 
checklist and redistribute funds 
to provide drivers with paid holi- 
days and vacation time. 
Lineback said the service has 
also decided to use $36,000 in 
grant money received from the 
state to replace two of its cars 
and buy two new radios. 
She also told board members 
that although B.G. Taxi recoups 
more of its operating expenses 
from fare income than any other 
service in the state, the service is 
not able to expand because it 
would lose much of the federal 
funding it depends upon for 
operation. 
Because B.G. Taxi has been so 
successful, "the last two years, 
we haven't been able to use all of 
the money we've gotten from the 
federal government," Lineback 
said. 
PEROT  
Continued from page one. 
new ads, set to air Friday night. 
"Don't waste your vote on tra- 
ditional politicians who promise 
you everything to get elected but 
never deliver." 
An ABC News poll of 710 regis- 
tered voters who watched the 
debate finale, for example, 
showed Perot rising from 11 per- 
cent to 19 percent. Clinton led 
with 48 percent and Bush held 
steady at 29 percent. 
"He's knocking a couple of 
points off Clinton and drawing 
from undecided," said Republi- 
can pollster Bill Mclnturff. 
President Bush said Thursday he has a "pleasant relationship" 
with Bill Clinton, then freshened his attack on his rival's charac- 
ter and economic proposals. The Democrat said that after 12 
years in power, the GOP has "run out of direction and they ought 
to be run out of town." 
The third man in the race has "some good ideas and he's got 
some nutty ideas," the president said in an interview on "CBS 
This Morning." "I don't think people want to waste their vote [on 
Ross Perot] and that's what it undoubtedly would be." 
Clinton didn't mention Perot by name but lumped him 
together with Bush by implication. "Of all the choices you have 
in this election, only one has never been part of the Washington 
insider establishment," he said of himself. 
The Texas businessman has stepped up his radio and televi- 
sion advertising, and polls suggest he has gained strength in se- 
lected parts of the country after the three presidential debates. 
The president's campaign distributed a letter from 50 re- 
tired admirals and generals calling on Clinton to release all the 
documents in his possession about his Vietnam-era draft status. 
Clinton reminded his audience that 24 retired admirals and gen- 
erals have endorsed him. 
Clinton previewed a 30-second television commercial in 
support of his plan to impose higher taxes on foreign corpora- 
tions operating in the United States. The ad says Bush "supports 
tax loopholes" for the firms, "supports them so much that he at- 
tacks Bill Clinton for wanting to close them." 
Bush campaigned with Joseph Clcippio, a former hostage 
who was held in Lebanon. "God bless America and God bless the 
president," said Cicippio. 
Perot's running mate, James Stockdale, paid a low-key visit 
of Seattle, dropping by for 10 minutes at the ticket's campaign 
office to sign autographs for volunteers. "Let's go for victory," 
he said. 
Campaign finance reports indicated that Perot is plowing mil- 
lions from his own fortune into his race for the White House. 
In a 30-minute ad airing Friday night on NBC, he rejects 
Bush's contention that Perot votes are wasted votes. "You are 
throwing your vote away unless you vote your conscience," he 
declares in the commercial. 
Perot was paying for local TV ads in 23 states. In addition, the 
Texas billionaire is spending heavily on radio ads in at least nine 
states. 
Clinton, 45, invoked the name of an earlier young Democrat as 
he campaigned in Washington and other Western states. 
"About this time in the campaign of 1960, John Kennedy said 
to the American people that at this stage of the election the 
choice is about more than the candidates: It U about the people 
themselves. You have to decide what kind of people you are, 
what kind of values you have and what kind of future you want." 
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or, 
The Life and'Death of Tom 
Thumb the great 
Hoe £. 'Brown Theatre 
•Univerisity "Had 
October 21-24 at 8p.m. 
October 25 at 2 p.m. 
Support a good cause 
and attend 
Enter 
the PUMPKIN 
CARVING CONTEST 
Entry - 50« a pumpkin 
Turn in pumpkins at 7 pm 
lor judging at 7:30 pm in Union 
| Oval. Pick up pumpkins at 9pm 
Prizes lor: 
«| and lor   , 
Kids under 
12 
EACH WILL RECEIVE $25 
OCTOBER 29 
4E> 
l the 
HAUNTED| 
HOUSE! 
in the Grand Ballroom 
at8:00- 10:45pm 
Entry - 50« or donation | 
For $10 any campus 
organization ot 
community may do a 
room! 
PRIZES - $30 lor best 
overall room 
$20 lor spirited and 
scariest 
Entries due on Oct. 26 
at 5:00pm in the UAO 
Oflice 
AND MUCH, MUCH MOREI! 
•ALL PROCEEDS GO TO UNITED WAY!, 
For more inlo., stop by (fifi® oflice-330 Univ. Union or call 
2-2343 or 2-7164 
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Scholarship Money is Available to Study Abroad 
lor Spring 1993 
'Study Abroad Programs 
The International Education Committee ol BGSU 
invites proposals/applications from students 
that wish lo study abroad in the spring of 1993. 
Applications can be picked up at 
Continuing Education, International and Summer Programs 
40 College Park 
For more information, call 372-8181 
Deadline: November 20,1992 
PI BETA PHI 
FRIENDS IN 
LOW PLACES 
DATE PARTY 
October 24,1992 
Sports 
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Akron poses hurdle for 
determined Falcon team 
by Glen Lubbert 
sports editor 
Each hurdle is a test for the 
runner as he attacks each chal- 
lenge with a singular attitude. 
Every hurdle completed brings 
him one step closer to the finish 
line. 
While the Bowling Green foot- 
ball team may have knocked a 
few hurdles down, it has been 
able to keep the pace fast enough 
to stay ahead of the Mid- 
American Conference field, post- 
ing a unblemished 4-0 conference 
record and a 5-2 overall mark. 
As with the runner, the Falcons 
have taken each hurdle one at a 
time, with the hope that each 
jump will take them closer to 
their finish line - the Las Vegas 
Bowl 
"I like the way we've philo- 
sophically handled the one game 
at a time focus," head coach Gary 
Blackney said. "I think the kids 
have done a great job of that and 
then finding a way to win." 
The hurdle that stands in their 
way this weekend will be Akron, 
which is tied for third in the MAC 
with Western Michigan. Both 
schools boast a 4-2 overall and 
conference record. 
"I don't want to talk about win- 
ning the next two games, because 
we want to win them all," Black- 
ney said. "If we start talking in 
those kinds of terms, then maybe 
that puts less importance on the 
Akron game, because Akron's a 
team we haven't beat." 
For the first time, the Zips will 
be competing against the Falcons 
as members of the MAC. While 
Akron was able to defeat Bowling 
Green 38-24 with strong second 
and fourth quarters in 1989, it no 
longer has the services of any 
players from that team, which 
finished 6-4-1 under current head 
coach Gerry Faust. Bowling 
Green, however, returns LeRoy 
Smith, who rushed for 67 yards 
on IS carries while also catching 
two passes for 12 yards. Safety 
Dave Bielinski also had two 
interceptions and nine tackles in 
the 1989 game. 
But that was before the Zips 
returned to the MAC by storm, 
leading the conference in four 
team and three individual cata- 
gories. Akron tops the league in 
rushing offense (208.2), total de- 
fense (281.2), passing defense 
(141.2) and turnover margin 
(+.83). Individually, punter 
Daron Alcom leads the confer- 
ence in scoring with 37 points, a 
6.2 point per game average, field 
goals per game with 9 out of 11, 
.818 percentage, and punting 
with 1,392 yards on 33 attempts. 
Akron is coming off a 22-14 
victory over Ball State while the 
Falcons snuck by Toledo 10-9 in a 
heart-wrenching match-up that 
took both teams on a roller coas- 
ter ride. 
"I think as the head football 
coach, in terms of game prep- 
aration the number one job I 
have is to make sure our team is 
psychologically and emotionally 
ready to play the game," Black- 
ney said. "I hope our team re- 
sponds to last Saturday night. 
We've come too far and over- 
come too many hurdles and too 
many obstacles and too many 
tough football games to not be 
excited for the last four starting 
with Akron. 
"At some point, you're hunting 
and ... now you've got that thing 
lined up in your sights. Now 
you've got to go for the kill. I 
think our confidence ought to be 
greater and our spirit and our en- 
thusiasm and our intensity and 
our will to go out and play against 
an Akron team ought to be tre- 
mendous." 
The BG News Sports 
EDITOR'S 
CHOICE 
Bowling 
Green 
at 
Akron 
Central 
Michigan 
at 
Ball 
State 
Ohio 
at 
Eastern 
Michigan 
Western 
Michigan 
at 
Kent 
Toledo 
at 
Miami 
Glen l.ubberH10-5) 
Bowling 
Green 
Ball 
Slate 
Eastern 
Michigan 
Western 
Michigan 
Miami 
W 
Erik Pupillo (11-4) 
Bowling 
Green 
Central 
Michigan 
Eastern 
Michigan 
Western 
Michigan 
Toledo 
& 
Steve Seasly (10-5) 
Akron Ball 
Slate 
Ohio Wcsicm 
Michigan 
Miami <!!T 
Bowling Green vs. Akron 
•Compa ring the Teams* 
BGSU                         AKRON 
Total Offense: 359.1                         333.5 
Rushing Offense: 148                           208.2 
Passing Offense: 211.1                         125.3 
Scoring Offense: 22.1                             20.2 
Total Defense: 322.3                        281.2 
Rushing Defense: 131.4                         140 
Passing Defense: 190.9                        141.2 
Scoring Defense: 20.9                          14.5 
Turnover Margin: -0.43                         +0.83 
Team aims for 24 straight 
by Mike Slates 
sports writer 
f 
WILL HE LISTEN 
AND BE FAIR? 
Yes! 
What More 
Can We 
Ask For? 
Let's Return Service 
and Compassion 
To The Office 
of Wood County Sheriff! 
LT. JOHN W. WOOD COUNTY 
KOHL s SHERIFF 
Pitd fc by Crtnonft tor Koftl Eai L Rila Chairman. 
Da*t Kont Trtuu'C. 24227 UTM City ROM. P«"ytt»'g OH *M5i 
Do Your 
Part... 
The volleyball team will try to 
extend its Mid-American Con- 
ference win 3treak to 24 as it 
hosts Central Michigan on Friday 
night and Eastern Michigan Sat- 
urday night. Game times are 
slated for 7 p.m. and 4 p.m., re- 
spectively. 
The Falcons are coming off a 
perfect first half of the MAC 
season, sporting a 9-0 record 
(16-5 overall). The Chippewas 
come to Anderson Arena with a 
5-4, 13-6 mark while the Eagles 
are 0-9,4-12. 
Although her team is facing 
two squads it defeated earlier in 
the year, head coach Denise Van 
De Walle is not taking either 
team for granted. 
"I feel that every team has 
been improving since we last 
played them," Van De Walle said. 
"One problem with this is that we 
do not always know ahead of time 
of the changes [the other MAC 
squads] make." 
One interesting problem for 
the otherwise-mighty Falcons is 
that they sometimes have trouble 
with the more average teams in 
the MAC. Lowly Kent pushed 
Bowling Green to four games last 
weekend and Central Michigan 
had a 2-0 game lead in their pre- 
vious match with the Falcons this 
year before bowing out in five 
sets. 
Van De Walle thinks that stay- 
ing focused is the main ingre- 
dient for the Falcons in order to 
be victorious against the Chip- 
pewas and the Eagles. 
"The key for us will be con- 
sistency and remaining focused 
at all times," Van De Walle said. 
"We need to score strings of 
points each time we serve and 
make changes to prevent them 
from stringing points together." 
Central Michigan is coming off 
of a three-win weekend at the 
Eastern Michigan Tournament 
and has won four straight, includ- 
ing wins over Kent, Eastern 
Michigan, Morehead State and 
Windsor. 
The Chippewas' attack is led by 
junior middle hitter Renee Olsen 
and senior setter Jenny Sproul. 
Olsen is first in the MAC in indi- 
vidual hitting percentage at .371 
and is second in blocks per game 
with a 1.37 mark. Sproul ranks 
third in assists per game with a 
10.60 average. 
Eastern Michigan will face the 
Falcons in search of their first 
conference victory this season 
and has lost 14 straight MAC 
matches dating back to last year. 
The Eagles will look to junior 
middle hitter Heather Waltz 
(10th in the division in hitting 
percentage with a .252 mark) and 
sophomore setter Gretchen Ol- 
sen (seventh in assists per game 
at 9.05) to lead the offense 
against Bowling Green. 
"The first half of the season is 
history and we have put our- 
selves in the driver's seat," Van 
De Walle said. "Now everything 
we have worked for comes into 
play in the second round." 
USG Faculty & Course 
Indication Books 
NOW AVMUHUC 
Vou con pick them up at the following locations: 
fill residence halls (front desk) • Commuter Center 
• Psychology (Front Lobby) 
• Music (Kobocher entrance) 
• education (1 st floor by vending machine) 
• Math/Science (1st floor) • Life Science (Front door) 
• University Holl (by stairs) 
• LUest Holl (Front Lobby) • Union (Newstond) 
• Library (Front entrance) • 8fl (finnex entrance) 
OIL IS A 
CAR'S 
LIFE BLOOD 
^-■M* 
MAC ATTACK! 
FALCON VOLLEYBALL 
Plays at HOME this weekend! 
Tonight- vs. Central, 7p.m. 
Tomorrow- vs. Eastern, 4p.m. 
at ANDERSON ARENA 
Present student I.D. tor admission 
Help the Falcons remain In l" in the Mad 
UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO    UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO 
ROAD TRIP TO CLEVELAND 
NOV. 8,1992 
Cavaliers vs. Charlotte Hornets 
Richfield Coliseum 
4:00 Departure, 7:30 Game 
Sign up SOON! 
Cost: $25 (can be charged to Bursar) 
Limit 30 people. Sign up in UAO office 10/26 -10/30. 
For more information call [Qj office at 2-2343 or 2-7164. 
UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THEIR 
1992 PLEDGE CLASS OFFICERS 
President - Sharon Seifert 
Vice President - Katie Unser 
Secretary - Julie Schwerin 
Treasurer - Tina Pinkerton 
Scholarship - Janie Melley 
NMPC - Stacy Ferguson 
Brooke Petruccio 
ALT - Denise Miecznikowski 
Spirit - Julie Harris 
Community Sendee - 
Becky Bowerman 
Kelly Corbett 
Tina Lear 
Philanthropy - Kim Bell 
Jen Fantuz 
Social - Erin Dewerff 
MaryAnn Prohaska 
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BG opens CCHA play at LSSU 
by Alex Brlcker 
sports writer 
Impressive. That is the word 
that comes to mind if one hap- 
pened to see the Bowling Green 
hockey team open their season 
against the University of Toronto 
last Friday. 
The Falcons came out set on 
winning the game and that is ex- 
actly what they did. BG trounced 
the Varsity Blues 8-1 and looked 
great in all areas of play. The 
offense came out and attacked 
early while the defense was solid, 
allowing only 18 legitimate shots 
on goal. 
Will Clarke looked solid in goal 
even though he faced only a 
handful of shots and came up 
with the big saves when they 
were needed. BG's penalty kill- 
ing also looked impressive as 
they killed seven out of eight UT 
power plays. 
Though the Falcons looked im- 
pressive against a team that 
didn't seem quite as good as they 
did, the real test for BG will take 
place this Friday and Saturday at 
the Soo at Lake Superior State 
University. 
The Lakers are the defending 
NCAA Champions and are look- 
ing to hold that title for a long 
time. LSSU is returning 17 
players from the 1991-92 season 
but 20 of 28 players on the pre- 
season roster are freshmen or 
sophomores. 
Hockey Player of the Year Dar- 
rin Madeley departed. Madeley 
had a record of 25-6-4 with an 
outstanding goals-against aver- 
age of 2.07 and a save percentage 
of .917. 
Key  returnees for LSSU are 
centers Brian Rolston (18-28-46), 
Lake Superior lost only six 
players from last year's team but 
four out of those six led the team 
scoring. Center Paul Constantin 
(21 goals and 31 assists for 52 
points) was lost as w.is defense- 
man Mark Astley (12-3749), and 
wingers Sandy Moger (26-25-51) 
and Vincent Faucher (23-25-48). 
The   Lakers  lost   their  main 
goaltender   when   U.S.   College 
Clayton Beddoes (16-28-44), de- 
fenseman Steven Barnes 
(3-28-31) and RW Wayne Stra- 
chan (12-18-30). 
This time last week, the Fal- 
cons were unsure who would get 
the starting nod in goal. This 
week, the starting goalie has e- 
merged for coach York. 
"Will really looked solid last 
Friday.  He earned  last  week's 
starting spot during training 
camp," York said. "And even 
though he wasn't tested too much 
against UT, he hasn't done any- 
thing to cause my vote to go in 
the other direction." 
An issue to be decided this 
week in practice will be which 
three of the four goalies will be 
making the road trip up to the 
Soo. Senior forward Rick Mullins 
will be with the team on Friday 
night but will be back in BG on 
Saturday as he is to take the 
National Teacher Certification 
test. 
The Falcon defense looked sol- 
id last Friday and will have to 
play with even more aggression 
than last week. LSSU is deadly 
when they control the puck along 
the boards and they are very ef- 
fective in passing the puck back 
and forth between players. 
"We are going to have to keep 
their guys away from our net. 
They do a really good job of cy- 
cling the puck between their 
guys while they are in the cor- 
ners and we have to shut that 
down," said junior defenseman 
Glen Mears. 
Football rivalries to begin, end 
by Rick Warner 
The Associated Press 
While Notre Dame plays Brigham Young 
for the first time Saturday, Perm State will 
be ending its 88-year-old series with West 
Virginia 
The Penn State-West Virginia rivalry is 
being halted because the two former inde- 
pendents have joined conferences - the Big 
Ten for the Nittany Lions, the Big East for 
the Mountaineers. 
"It's been a great series," Penn State 
coach Joe Paterno said. "It's not one you're 
anxious to give up." 
Penn State has dominated the series with 
47 wins, nine losses and two ties. 
"It shouldn't be hard to get motivated for 
this one," West Virginia center Mike Comp- 
ton said. "If it is, then you need to quit play- 
ing football." 
Both teams are coming off losses. No. 14 
Penn State was beaten by Boston College 
35-32 last week, while West Virginia fell to 
Syracuse 20-17. 
"It's a must-win game for both teams," Pa- 
terno said. "The last thing we're thinking 
about is this is the last time we're going to 
play each other for awhile." 
No. 10 Notre Dame could be missing two 
top running backs against BYU. Reggie 
Brooks, who leads the team in rushing with 
657 yards, has a groin injury. Lee Becton, 
third among Irish runners with 266 yards, 
has a pulled hamstring. 
"They won't be able to practice for a cou- 
ple of days, and when you can't practice, you 
don't play as well," Irish coach Lou Holtz 
said. 
BYU coach LaVell Edwards said he's look- 
ing forward to playing Notre Dame. 
"We're grateful to have built this program 
to the level that we can play games like 
these," he said. 
The Cougars are led by sophomore quar- 
terback Ryan Hancock, who will be starting 
only his fourth game. Hancock, who took 
over after John Walsh and Steve Clements 
were sidelined by injuries, has passed for 
1,448 yards and nine touchdowns. 
CINEMARK THEATRES 
„,,lr,,A   ,.   WOOOUNO 1 CINEMA 5    MAU 
1234 N. Main SI 
>. BBS 
Lu'.y 0'r.v* 
■ IOi.lii.tli.7M.ill 
UNDER SEISE 
Slp*nS*ogol 
1:10. MS. SSH. 7:10. 9:30* 
CONSENTING ADULTS 
■ K~i - Klin*. Mory ElinbfMi MottronloniQ 
•   I IS. 3IS. S:I5, 7.JS. 9 35 • 
MIGHTY DUCKS 
EmXoEiara 
KS   IO0.1O0. 5O0. 7O0. 110 . 
LAST Of THE MOHICANS 
>.- . Dor U-rit 
I ISO. JOS, 5:10.7:J0, 9:40* 
nra it Oclot 
IO/30Hv*»i*M 
10/30 » 31-11 pmlfcfcdmllAllnoiiSl.' 
•Shows will chinge Friday     * NO PASSES 
student 10 price 13 00 after 6 em I Oct. 23-29. 1992 
HOWARDS club H 
210 N. Main 352-99S 1 
Oct. 23 - RIZZO 
Oct. 24   ROCK Xitc wlUi RIZZO 
The Jocks from UJIOT live!" 
Come in & help Fight MS! 
Prizes, Raffles, mugs, buttons & more 
All proceeds benefit MS      (Shav8 Ted.s Head) 
Big boys to battle 
for MAC marbles 
by Rusty Miller 
sports writer 
Already the talk has begun 
about a Halloween showdown 
between Bowling Green and 
Miami of Ohio for all the 
marbles in the Mid-American 
Conference. 
But Miami coach Randy 
Walker says you'd have to 
have marbles in your head to 
look past the games this Sat- 
urday. 
"I started three weeks ago 
telling our players, 'Hey, I 
don't want any scoreboard 
watching or any conference- 
standings comparisons,'" 
Walker said. 
The reason is that Walker 
has too much respect for 
Toledo, his team's opponent 
Saturday, to even start think- 
ing about putting a dent in 
Bowling Green's title hopes. 
While Miami hosts Toledo, 
other games Saturday find 
Bowling Green at Akron, 
Western Michigan at Kent, 
Central Michigan at Ball 
State and Ohio U. at Eastern 
Michigan. 
Bowling Green remains 
atop the leaderboard with 
marks of 4-0 in the MAC and 
5-2 overall. Miami is next at 
3-1 and 4-2-1. 
Rounding out the standings 
are Western Michigan (4-2-1 
overall) and Akron (4-2), both 
at 4-2 in the conference, Cen- 
tral Michigan (4-3) and Ball 
State (3A), both at 3-2, fol- 
lowed by Kent (2-3, 2-5), 
Toledo (1-3,3-3), Ohio U. (IS, 
1-6) and Eastern Michigan 
(0-5,0-7). 
Miami has won three in a 
row in the MAC since opening 
the conference season with a 
19-9 loss at Ball State. On the 
other hand, Toledo's record is 
a bit deceiving. The Rockets 
may be 1-3, but they have lost 
10-9 to Bowling Green when 
they missed a field goal in the 
last minute, and lost at Akron 
23-20  on  a  converted  last- 
second field goal. 
"I really believe there are 
five or six teams easily that 
on any given Saturday are as 
good as anybody in the con- 
ference. I hope we're one of 
them and I know without a 
doubt that Toledo is," Walker 
says. "There is no question in 
my mind that they're as good 
as anybody in the confer- 
ence." 
This Weekend In the 
Mid-American Conference 
Bowling Green at Akron 
Central Michigan al Ball Slate 
Ohio at Easlcrn Michigan 
Western Michigan at Kent 
Toledo at Miami 
Miami has climbed into 
contention in the MAC de- 
spite being seventh in total 
offense (273 yards a game) 
and seventh in rushing de- 
fense (allowing 160 yards a 
game). But, it should be add- 
ed, Walker's club is almost 
break-even in points (16.9 per 
game) and points allowed (17 
per game). 
One of the keys has been 
the rise of Deland McCul- 
lough at tailback. Walker al- 
most laughs at how McCul- 
lough became his star run- 
ning back. 
"We gave some thought to 
him being a wide receiver last 
year because we had a couple 
of tailbacks," he says. "He 
virtually begged me In spring 
ball: 'Coach, give me a 
chance. Just let me have a 
chance. Ill play anywhere 
you want, but let me try tail- 
back.'" 
The result has been tha: 
McCullough has blossomed. 
He stands second in the MAC 
in rushing (103 yards a games 
knd in scoring (six points a 
game). 
Please give blood 
CLA-ZEL TI IT-ATRTL# 
HOWLING CM-EN • SJJIJ6I     fIWW/1 
Ml scats   WH00PI GOLDBERG 
<C £   I   No BOOM. 
I Sex. /—. 
.        au»flL 
(H3 
NIGHTlYnT7:15,9:30 
MI, SUN. MAT. 2:00,4:00 
m., MI. "use Miner i HMOI stt 
LADIES, LADIES, LADIES !!! 
SUPER 
SUNDAY 
SPECIALS! 
PLANTERS 
SNACKS 
2 /$1 -QQ 
PLANTERS 
DRY ROASTED PEANUTS 
12oz. 
$1.99 
PLASTIC DRINK CUPS 
890 
PILLS N PACKAGES 
Family Pharmacy 
HI Railroad St. 
352-1693 
Sunday Hour* 10-6 
Pharmacy 10-3 
R.O. 
ENTERPRISES, 
INC. 
PROUDLY 
PRESENTS 
MUSCLES 
SUBWAY'S 
GRAND OPENING SALE! 
Buy any footlong sub 
SO. CALIF HOTTEST MALE DANCE REVUE ! 
MEET THE MEN OF CALIFORNIA 
T.&* 
FROM . . . 
**& 
f^B    Mo 
flnnr 
MUSCLES 
©(Liy® 
n. Oct. 26 
Door opens at 7:30 
r Show at 8:30 
BO ENTERPRISES. INC. (714) 660-0266 
Downtown Toledo, 209 N. Superior Si. • Superior al Jellerson ■ 243-5911 
and get your second 
FREE* 
Subway has opened new 
floors and we're celebrat- 
ing. When you buy a loot- 
long sub. well give you 
a second one - FREE! 
Now that's a deal you can 
really sink your teeth into 
524 E. WOOSTER 352-8500 
tSUBUUflY^ 
* Second footlong sub must be of equal or lesser price. 
Not good in combination with any other offer. 
Offer good October 22 and 23, 1992 - 10am - 9pm only. 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
A FLUENCY SUPPORT GROUP AT NO 
CHARGE FOR ADOLESCENTS AND 
ADULTS WHO STUTTER OR WHO HAVE 
OTHER TYPES OF FLUENCY DISORDERS 
FOR MORE INFORMATION. PLEASE CALL 
THE CLINK AT 3722515 MEETS ON 
WEDNESDAYS FROM 5 30-6 20 p.m. IN 
SOUTH HALL. ROOM 204.  
ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADUATES 
Place your order lor cap and gown by Novem- 
ber 16. 1902. Place your order ai me gill 
counter in the Univensly Bookstore or by call- 
ing 2-2851.  
Caribbean Assoc is having its 8th Annual One 
Love REGGAE party. 9pm. Sal Oct. 24, Union 
Ballroom Music is by the ARK Band 
Coming October 31 s! to the Galley 
The Opening olDRY DOCK 
FREE 10 ALL 9 00pm   12:00pm 
" Dry Dock ■ Dry Dock ' Dry Dock • 
Coming: October 31 si ai 9.00pm ai 
the Galloy in Harshman's Basement 
Card Gamos. Music. Prizes and more 
And it's FREEI 
• Dry Dock • Dry Dock • Dry Dock' 
Commg October 31 st to the Galley 
The Opening ol DRY DOCK 
FREE TO ALL 9 00pm - 1200pm 
Halloween Party at Bittorsweel Farms1 Come 
enioy a haynde, costume party, fun. food and 
gamesl Oct. 26. 7-8.30 Rides available. Call 
Jill 353 01 SO. or Krisli 372-3212 Sponsored by 
theSCEC 
RtO EARTH FRAUD! 
Come & hear the REAL slory Irom conserva- 
tive Tom Watson 
4 00 Fnday OHIO SUITE in Ihe Union 
Sponsored by College Republicans & 
The Conservative Organization 
RIO EARTH FRAUD! 
SKYDIVE   as   soon   as this  weekend    4i 
BG.SU   students have this year.  10 mms 
from BGSU campus. V sa & Mastercard ac 
cepted SkydiveBG . Inc 352 5200 
Tonight! 
Miguel Omelas Scholarship Dance 
featuring LOS A7TECAS DE DETROIT at the 
Masonic Auditorium 
8:00pm • 1 OOam 
$12 in advance and Si 5 at the door 
Tickets available at 372-2642 
Sponsored Dy L.SU 
TONIGHT! TONIGHT' TONIGHT! 
Check out BG s most talked about band 
POSITIVE SWEAT 
aiGoodTymesPub 10pm ■ 2am 
(iBandover) 
No spanoex No attitudes No accordions. 
Just good so-id music. 
Trinity UM Rummage Sale Bag Days 
Oct. 22 and 23. $'■ 25 per bag Only open till 
3 00onthe23rQ 200 N Summit St 
WANTED GameMasters. Referees. Dung- 
eonMastcs Heroes Rogues Cannon Fodder 
ft wouidbe World Conquerors for games of all 
sons. Apply m pcson every Fr, at 6 00pm, Rm 
?22 Fduc BUg. The Bowling Green Gaming 
Society 
LOST & FOUND 
Two pairs of sunglasses were found m the Fine 
Arts Building in September. They can be 
picked up m Rm. 1000.  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Portuguese and Spanish lessons. Experienced 
teacher Call 353-1447 Willing to trade for mu- 
tic theory, French or German lessons  
Pregnant We can help 
Free pregnancy tests ft supportive services. 
Call 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.  
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAL IA 
Information   on   semester,   year,   graduate, 
summer and internship programs in Australia 
We represent 28 Australian Universities. Call 
ustoHfree 1 800-245-2575   
PERSONALS 
Sigma Chi * Sigma Chi 
The Brothers ol Sigma Chi would 
like to congratulate Brent Cowgill 
and Shern Matos on thetr recent 
lavahering 
Sigma Chi *S«gma Chi 
^^^^^^nendsonnewa^^ 
Come jom our Halloween party this Sunday 
9 00pm 202 E D' Bring a treat to share1 
"PHIMU-PHIMU-PHIMU 
We love our pledges"' 
••PHIMU-PHIMU"PHIMU 
-FLATLANDFROLIC- 
3.1 mile race/walk 
Sat, Oct. 24 9am 
Call 353-4526 
AXO Lil KAREN B1NNET AXO 
I'm so excited to be your Big 
Our awesome family I know you'll dig1 
LITB. Your Big' 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
13th Annual 
Halloween Bash at 
Uptown/Downtown 
Saturday, October 31,1992 
$250 1 si Prize-Beet Costume 
Prizes ft Cash lor 10 Runner-Upe 
1 st 500 People Receive a Free Mug 
Judging at Midnight 
ABORTION 
1-800-367-2036 
Toledo Medical Services 
Free pregnancy lest 
Special rates for siudsnta. 
Alpha Chi Lil Kara Vechiarelli 
Not much longer, my "little" one 
I hope your week's beon lull ol fun 
Stop your worrying, il you can 
Paul really doesn't know my man 
Tonight we'll meet face to (ace 
And put an end to this silly chase 
I can't wait to tell you it's me 
What an awesome pair we'll be' 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Li. Emily North 
Tonight's the night 
You'll And out 
What Big - Littles 
All about i 
Love. 
Your Big?' 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Alpha Lambda Dsfta 
Fall 1992 Initiates-Don 1 Forged 
Sunday, 3 00pm Lehnea Grand Ballroom 
Initiation 
Alpha Lambda Delta 
AOTT' Angle and Allison * AOTT 
Get a due H love you two! 
I'm so excited to be a 
part ol your family! 
Alpha love and mine. 
AOTT ■ Lll/Grartd Lil Sara' AOTT 
AXO 'Lil JEN MATHE AXO AXO 
Tonight's the night you will be told 
What a special place you're about to hold 
So come to the house, and don't be late, 
Even/one'" see what a great pair we make! 
AXOAXOLOVE.BIG?AXOAXO 
AXO' AXO" AXO * AXO 
Lil' Tnaa, 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
You're the world's 
BEST Little, and your 
Grand Big thinks so 
tool 
Love. 
Your Big' 
AXO* AXO'AXO* AXO 
AXO " Lori Vaccanl " AXO 
Your Grand Big and Great Grand Big are ex- 
cited to have you in the family* See you Friday 
night at the house-We Love YouM 
AXO * AXO * AXO' AXO * AXO 
AXO - Lil' Christina - AXO 
It won't be long till they'll a:l see 
What awesome Big and Litre we will be* 
Through the ups and downs-no matter what 
you go through 
Always remember your Big loves you' 
AXO AXO AXO 
Hey, Lil Allison Maguire... 
B»g and Lil. you 4 me 
the best pair m BG 
Pals, chums, best Inends too. 
You'll see tonight, can you guess who? 
Love-??? 
AXO AXO AXO 
lil Rebecca- 
Tonight you will see 
What a great pair we will be. 
A iiletime ol memories 
We will share 
And know my 'hi' one 
in always be ihe re 
Love, Your big? 
AXO AXO AXO 
Little Kris Fslss 
Tonight's the night 
Hope you're as exoted as I am 
Soon you'll join me al the best families' 
See you at 6:00 
Love. Your Big 
AXO AXO AXO 
AXO AXO AXO Carrie Hallett AXO AXO AXO 
Lil'Came 
I know it's been a long week 
But Friday you will see 
that the best BIG/LIL team 
wiilbeyouandme. 
Love. Your Bg?? 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
AXO AXO AXO 
LIL'LORIVACCANI 
Tonight is the mghti 
I'm so exoted to have 
youinourlamilyM 
Get psychedi• 
Love Always, 
YourBK3)!!!l 
AXO PHI PSI AXO PHI PSI AXO PHI PSI 
INMATE TONY PARSON #585496 
Don't be afraid of your costume so tar 
You have just been caught 
stealing a car 
So because of your silly charade. 
You are sentenced to one night of 
MIDNIGHT MASQUERADE 
-Lieutenant Lucky 
AXO PHI PSI AXO PHI PSI AXO PHI PSI 
HII;I; III:I.II nil! 
I CENTER FOR CHOICE 
S Abortion through 
17 weeks 
S Morning after 
treatment 
PROUD TO 
BE PRO-CHOICE 
16 N. Huron 
Toledo, Oh. 43604 
Phone 
(419) 255-7769 or 
1-800-589-6005 
AXO AXO AXO 
Little 
Andrea Ware 
Fnday night is the time 
For you to And out 
Who wrote this rhyme! 
Just wait and it will be a great time* 
Love, Your Big? 
AXO AXO UT Jen Southwlck AXO AXO 
Gel excited Jen1 
The day has finally arrived. 
And before loo long. 
There wilt be a surprise 
At the house you will be 
to meet your AXO family. 
We all love you so. 
but now I must go1 
Love. Your Big??? 
AXO AXO Lil' Jen Southwkk AXO AXO 
AXO AXO Martha AXO AXO 
Together united as big little pair 
Thru good times ft bad together we'll share 
The bond that we have is far greater then 
most to a new found friendship soon we will 
toast. 
Get Exoted 
Love. Your Big 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
AXOGRANDLIL' BRIANA AXO 
Soon BIQ lil day will be here 
Don't you worn/, don't have a fear 
Your Grandbig loves you 
and your family is true 
And when you see us, you will cheer'" 
AXOQRANDLIL' BRIANA AXO 
AXOJenGagelAXO 
Do you think you know 
Who your Big will be? 
Don't be loo sure, 
It's not easy to see! 
I love my little* 
Your Big??' 
AXOJenGagelAXO 
AXO Lil Allison Woollsy AXO 
I hope you have enjoyed this special week. 
because spoiling you has been such a treat* 
Get excited for Fnday >' 
I love my Lil 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
AXO Lil Christine AXO 
Oh, little never (ear 
the big night is finally here! 
Tonight's the nighi that you will see 
what a great addition you've made to our fami- 
lyllM I love my little 
Your Big? 
AXO U Chnsime AXO 
AXO Lil Mary Kuischer AXO 
The "Big" night has come 
Where my identity will be true 
I just can't wait 
'ul you know me too* 
Love. 
Your Big'? 
AXO Lil Mary Kutscher AXO 
AXO Lil'Jill Weaver AXO 
Lil'. Lil' BtgA'l hunt is almost here! We'll have a 
blast don't you fearil And when Friday comes 
around 6:00 or so' Well be the best Big/lil 
ever in AXO1 
UTMof 
 AXO Lil'Jill Weaver AXO  
AXOSuzieTadychAXO 
Get psyched for tonight* 
I am so excited you are my 
little' I love you. little1 
AXOSuzieTadychAXO 
Big? 
BGSU LAW SOCIETY 
Meeting Tues, Oct. 27,8 pm 
Room 114 BA 
BOND WEEK 
Buy any Video at regular pnee and reewve any 
James Bond Video Free. Expires 10/23/92 
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS 354 5283 
140 E Wooster 
CHEER ON THE CAVS! 
Roadtrip to Cleveland 
to see the CAVS Nov. 8th. 
Cost is only $25 lor ticket & 
transportation Sign up Oct 26-30 
in fie UAO office. 330 Union 
Hurry'30 person limit' 
Chi Omega Chi Omega 
The Sisters of Chi Omega wish to congratulate 
Julie Van Meter on her Sweetest Day en- 
gagement* 
Chi Omega Chi Omega 
CLUB SOP 
Call Us To Book Your Next 
Social Even! 353 3030 176 E. Wooster 
DELTA ZETA ■ DZ * DELTA ZETA' DZ 
UL'CATHY. 
I'm so glad your our new addition to our family. 
We gonna be the best big.'iii pair this year. 
Hope you had tun this week. And definitely, be 
ready for a "BIG" surprise'! love my till 
DELTA ZETA ■ DZ' DELTA ZETA« DZ 
Delta Zeta Delta Zeta 
Delta Zeta Initiates are Awesome 
our new members are great 
Your spirit and pride is contagious 
Delta Zea'Slop rate1 
Thank you lor an excellent retreat' 
90years and slill going strong' 
In the bond, Beth 
Delta Zeta Lil Candy Delta Zeta 
Together we are a B*g/Lil pair 
No one else quite compares 
Grand Big Angela ft Twin Jen 
Are excited for all the fun to begin' 
Welcome to the Famrly* 
Love. Big Beth 
Toledo 
Medical 
Services, Inc*e> 
Reproductive Health Care 
for Women 
Abortion to 17 Weeks 
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE 
Free Pregnancy Tests 
Special Student Rates 
All Service! Strictly Confidential 
5164 Monroe St., 
Toledo, Ohio 
1-800-367-2036 
885-5700 m 
Do you have exceptionally wonderful par- 
ents)? I' you do. enter them in UAO's Parents 
of the Year Contest. 
Theme is "Thanks Mom ft Dad for   " 
Entry torms available in ihe UAO office. 330 
Union Entry deadline is Pel 30th    
DZ * DZ ' DZ' DZ ' DZ 
Little Sis* Jennifer B. has a new family in Bee 
Geel 
Get excited for tonight! Love Your "Big" she's 
oui-ol-sighti 
DZDZDZDZDZ 
Lil Margie. 
I'm so happy you're a part ol my family) You're 
a great Lill Get ready for tonight! 
DZ Love, 
Your Big 
DZ Lil Michelle DZ 
Get exoted lor Fndayll Were going to have a 
great U me"' 
Love. Your Big?" 
GAMMA PHI BETA-GAMMA PHI BETA 
Congratulations to Mindy SchmidL who just 
became the Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge class 
sweetheart!!! 
"GET EXCITED BGSU" 
MUSICAL MADNESS IS COMING!! 
Warm wishes to Amy Church and Brian Clmger 
for their recent pearling1 
Thanks a million to our ZBT COACHES Irom 
ZBT/KKG Greek Olympiad  -  Hugh, Chria, 
Chad- 
You guys are GREAT1 And way to go Gamma 
Phis-WE GOT SPIRIT!! 
GET EXCITED  PLEDGES' ONLY 2 DAYS 
UNTIL INITIATION. LADES') 
Much Love In TKE. 
The Actives 
FALCON FOOTBALL 
Way to BLAST THE ROCKETS!" 
Good Luck this weekend agamst Akron' 
VIVA LAS VEGAS! 
G real-Grand Lil Brtana Muth 
Get ready for Friday . 
Your entire family cannot wait 
to finally meet you... 
See you at the house 
Love, 
Great Grand B>g*> 
Halloween BOO-GRAMS! 
$50 a piece 
Oct. 26-Oct 29 
Education and Math Science Buildings 
Sponsored by Alpha Lambda Delta 
KDKD PLEDGES KDKD 
You guys are awesome! I just wanted to let you 
know thai I'm still here for you. all you have lo 
do is call* Love. Your * 1 Fan 
Amssa 
KDLILKRISTIDZ 
Our roses are pink. Our turtles are green. 
We'll be the best Bigrtil 
they have ever seen'! 
Love. Big??? 
KD-KD-KD BIG MARIANN KD KD-KD 
-Thank you for everything you have done for 
me' You are the best BIG I could ever wish for' 
Don't worry. I'll make you proud' I love you! 
KD love and mine, 
Lil Nikki 
KD KD KD BIG MARIANN KD-KD KD 
KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG 
Officer of the Week: Leslie Cra>g 
Sister of the Week; Kathy Kostal 
KKG * KKG ' KKG * KKG * KKG 
KKG * SAE ■ KKG " SAE 
Congratulations to Amy Pnjatel on her recent 
engagement to Kent Underwood, an Alum of 
Bowling Green. 
KKG ' SAE ' KKG * SAE 
Ul Stacle Kalifoot 
Tonight's the night you will find oul 
What Big/Little is all about 
You'll finally see that I'm your btg. 
hopefully you will not wig' 
No more worrying my little one. 
Together well have tons of fun. 
Jump, shout, do a Hip, 
Tonight is gonna be a tnp'" 
Lii'Cleveli 
Search through the leaves, 
Don't worry about the mess 
Just be sure to roll up your sleeves 
And after  tonight you'll no longer have to 
guess' 
DZ Love and Mine, Your Big? 
Nails-Fiber glass, $35.00 Fill. $17 00. Acrylic. 
$25.00; Fill, $15 00 Nail piercing. $5 00. Cam- 
pus Headquarters■ 354-2244. 
O Phi A O Phi A 
The sisters of Omega Phi Alpha wish to con- 
gratulate Cindy Brenner on her engagement to 
David Belfiore, Best Wishes' 
One Love REGGAE Party 
9 pm, Saturday, Oct 24, Union Ballroom 
with the ARKBand and Caribbean Assoc 
Orientation Leadar Applications 
Available 405 Student Services 
Due Nov. 4lh by 5 p.m. 
PARTY PARTY PARTY 
Happy 21 st 
Hope you get 5 thousand dollars. 
Luv. 
The Girlfriends 
PHIMU'-PHIMU" 
Congratulations to Melissa TNtle 
onherlavalienng toFUl Doug Barrlckman 
PHIMU--PHIMU-* 
PHI MU " PHI MU " PHI MU 
Phi Mu wishes to congratulate 
Sarah Ware on rw engagement 
[o Brian Swiahsr 
Best WishesIIi 
PHI MU " PHI MU " PHI MU 
PI PHI" PI PHI' PI PHI 
The Sisters of PI BETA PHI 
would like to congratulate 
Lisa Gold on her recent engagement. 
to Jim Patrick 
PI PHI "R PHI "PI PHI 
POOKIE BEAR 
You write lor me 
Now I write to you 
You're right lor me 
And I live for you. 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! 
I LOVE YOU 
PUMPKIN 
Re-elect Alan Mayberry 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Because your nghts 
Are worth protecting 
Paid for by Mayberry for 
Prosecuting Attorney. 415Ene St. 
Bowling Green. Oho 43402 
Charles M Bailey, Treasu'or 
SHER 
HAPPY BELATED 19TH 
LOVE, MATT 
SIGMA KAPPA ' SIGMA KAPPA 
Come on down, Andrea Paoone' You're the 
next contestant on the Price is Right!* Don't 
forget to watch Andrea spin the wheel on Mon 
day the 26th at n .00 AM"" 
SIGMA KAPPA 
Congratulations Kathleen Maloney on your re 
cenl pinning to John Asendorl ol Alpha Sigma 
Phi'"  
SIGMA KAPPA 
Congratulations Mary Ann Mciiwee and Clare 
Rohrbach on receiving Highest Big/Lil GPA 
wiiha40"*  
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Brother of the Week: Rick Runge 
Athlete of the Week Adam Taylor 
Off-campus House of the Week: Wall Street 
Residents   Don BumbuJucz. Boomer Baker. 
Bryan The»s. Pat Murray 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
SigEp 
Sig Ep Sam Sez Tom, Mary Beth, exec and 
Brothers, Thanks for a great retreat. 
SigEp 
To our AWESOME Theta Chi team Here's to 
"Sunny D", the Grandmaster (Granola). our 
one man spirit team, and BEEP BEEP" We 
had a great time coaching you guys at Greek 
Olympiad Love, Your KKG Coaches Robin. 
Oi, E nca * Brit 
TUITION RAFFLE 
Congratulations to Valerie Dsvltt 
winner ol the Tuition Raffle 
Theme Contest with her entry 
Rollln' In the Green 
She is ihe winner of $25 
Thank you to even/one who entered and 
special thanks to Holly W. 
HSA" HSA" HSA ■ HSA ■ HSA 
TWEETY 
Yikes' I've known you for 398 days' I love you 
more infinity. Gel excited for tomorrow night. 
Revenge of the Nerds ail over again Re- 
member, I love you alot and now it's your turn 
for the personal' 
Love.MRS PEEKER 
Want to try me best expenence? Then try the 
Extern Ex per lances ponsorod by the Under- 
graduate Alumni Association our week-long 
mini-internship in any career field including: 
Advertising City Government 
Commercial Real Estate Education 
Environmental Studies Juvenile Parole 
Law Marketing 
Public Relations Stockbrokerage 
Interested? Great' All you need to do is fill out 
an   application   found   at   theMlletl   Alumni 
Center and return it by Friday, October 30, 
1993. Any questions? No problem' Just call 
Chris Solas at 372-6849' 
What do the Democrats 
and Republicans think? 
What does (he future hold'* 
Who are you voting for? 
Come ft find out the answers 
Oct 27.1992 at 
UAO's Political Debate 
7 p.m., 112BA 
Would any of the 4 people who assisted me 
right after my fall in a local downtown bar in 
August of 1990 PLEASE contact me at 
352-2535 or 823-3177 evenings and week- 
ends. 
Would any ol the 4 people who assisted me 
right after my fall in a local downtown bar 
PLEASE contact me at 352 2535 days or 
823-3177 evenings and weekends. 
XO Phi Kappa Psi XO 
The Sisters of Chi Omega wish to congratulate 
Beth Jacobs on her lavaliering to Man Gerwin. 
XO Phi Kappa Psi XO 
YOUNOUFC 
Younghfe is a non-denominational Christian 
Outreach to high school kids. Are you inter- 
ested? Then join us on Monday at 7:30 p.m. for 
Leadership training. We will meet at the Active 
Christians Today Campus House at 612 East 
Wooster. Any questions, call Todd at 
352-2650  
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT 
Brother of the week: 
Gil Leopold 
Scholar of the week: 
Doug Lukcso 
F.U of the week: 
Mike Holmes 
ZBTZBTZBTZBT 
WANTED 
Female sublessor needed ASAP 
Own room, dose lo campus. 
Call 353-7407. 
HELP US!!! 
We will sublease your CHEAP 2 bdrm. apt or 
house 2nd semester. Call Bill (353-6307) 
L 
Specials 
Sm.        Med.       Lg.      XLg. 
1 Item     $3.75   $5,25   $5.25 $7.50 
Extra Hems $.50     $.75 $1        $1.25 
Each Pizza Chicago Styla Extra Itam 
FREE DELIVERY 
352-5166 
Not VQW with ony other off or.. Exp.il/30/92 
Male roommate 
Close to Campus' $i64/month 
Call 354-7403 
Richard Potasky Jewelers in the Woodland 
mall is now accepting applications for Christ- 
mas help  
Roommate wanted to share apartment. 
Close 10 campus 
Call 352 6862 
SPRING SEMESTER HOUSCMATE 
RIGHT ACROSS FROM CAMPUS 
OWN BEDROOM $160/MONTH + UTIL 
CALl 352-50t*8 
Student Sales Representative, Pan lime to 
represent assuait deterrent (America's *1 sell 
defense spray ) $30 per hour and up possible. 
Call Mr. Baron 1 800 578-4452. 
Subieaser needed for second semester. 
Utilities included m rent 
Call 353-3922. 
Subieaser needed lor Spnng Semeste. 
Oxnroom 
Close to campus 
Call 354-7129 
HELP WANTED 
$200-$500 WEEKLY 
Assemble products at home. Easy' No selling. 
You're paid direct Fully Guaranteed FREE In- 
lormat)on-24 Hour Hotline 801379-2900 Co- 
pynghl>OHl 71K0H  
$252.50 
Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts and make 
$25250. No financial obligation. A Risk Free 
program Avg sales time - 4-6 hours Choose 
Irom 18 designs. Smaller/Larger quantities a- 
vail Cain -800-733-3265 
2 part time positions open fo' truck was facility 
1st - Mon - Wed 3-9 pm. 2nd - Thurs ft Fn . 3-9 
pm Sat. 9 am • 3 pm Apply at Peak Transpor- 
taiion. 26624 Gtenwood Rd.. Perrysburg 9 am 
- 5 pm or call AI Wolf at 1 -874-5852  
Arrhur Victor Painting. Inc is looking for branch 
managers for Summer "93 Experience helpful 
but not necessary Complete training and field 
support High income potential. 800-7754745. 
Childcare Experienced, reliable & energetic 
for T. W. Th, 3:30-5 30 pm Car & references 
required. 352-8809. leave message  
CRUISE    SHIPS    NOW   HIRING Earn 
$2.000t'month. world travel Holiday. Sum- 
mer and Career employment available. No ex- 
penence necessary For employment program 
call 1-206-545-4155 exl C5544. 
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our circu- 
lars! .Begin NOW!... FREE packet! SEYS, 
Dept. 235, Box 4000. Cordova, TN 
38018-4000. 
Earn $2000 * Frea Spring Braak Trips! 
North America's #' Student Tour Operator 
seeking motivated students, organizations. 
fraternities and sororities as campus 
representatives promoting 
Cancun or Daytona Beach' 
Call 1-800-365 4654 
The Color Works Collegiate Painters is looking 
for students to serve in management positions 
in select Ohio. Michigan and Indiana cities dur- 
ing Ihe summer ol 1993 Earnings begin at 
$3,000. Top producer last summer made 
$11,000 plus For more info call 
1-800-477 1001  
We're looking for a top fraternity, sorority or 
student organization that would like to make 
$500 $1500 for a one week marketing project 
right on-campus. Must be organized and hard 
working. Call 800-592-2121 ext 306  
FOR SALE 
'84 Pontiac 6000 STE. new tires, exhaust, 
loaded, sunroof, immaculate Call 352-3664. 
I9inch Magnavox. color TV 
Call Steve ai 352 7419  
1983 Nissan Pulsar NX New tires sunroof, 
very good condition Call 353 7109. 
Cannondale cm. frame and Dicycle accessor- 
les. 372 8067  
CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED 
89 MERCEDES $200 
86 VW $50 
87MERCEDES $100 
65 MUSTANG $65 
Choose from thousands starting $25. 
FREE lnformatlon.24 Hour Hotline. 
801-379-2929 Copyright#OHl7KX 
IBM compatible, portable computer. 20 mg HD, 
motem printer ft case $600 Call 354-2137 
(Harold). 
IBM-compatible computer wtth two 5 1/4 disk 
drives. 512 K memory, and monochrome 
screen. $185 or best offer. Call Jocelyn at 
372-5974 after 6 00pm 
King alto saxophone Great condibon. 
Must seim Best offer 
Can 352-1733 
Practically New 
Tandy Word Processor 
372-3454 
FOR RENT 
1 or 2 suWeasers wanted 
Own bedroom. Furnished apartment 
Sixth St. 352-3975. 
For rent-BG apt. 2 bd, 1 BA, lg. kitchen, park- 
ing,   laundry.   Heat   ft   air   cond.   No   pets. 
$36uvmo.  Avail.   11/15-8/15/93.  Close  lo 
campus if interested call Sand-a 353-4116. 
Male or female roommate wanted, 
$i50/month plus electric ft phone. Contact 
Jenna or Jasonat 354-5004. 
Spacious 2 bdrm. apt 
AVAILABLE NOWI 
Call 354-0011 
Want your own place? Sublease my big effi- 
ciency Spnng Semi $200 a month pays it al, 
mc. utilities1 Avail. Dec. 19 354-2106. 
1 luheu Outffu- 1 
1 jbuun CP%' 
Itemed  1 
at Ore 
RtfOoss I 
J I American Red Cross 
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"MAKE IT So" 
frL. Oct. IS. lftt 2 Tha tniider Mogo«Tn< 
Lefsget 
together 
and feel 
alright... 
The Ark set to jam at BG Reggae test 
by Courtney B. Cangcmi 
Insider 
The traditions of Bob Marley and 
Jimmy Cliff will be jammin' 
through BG Saturday as part of the 
University's Eighth Annual One 
Love Reggae Party. 
"One day, everybody will like 
Reggae. Reggae is such a soothing 
music," said Terry Bobb from The 
Ark Band, which will be playing in 
the Union Ballroom at 9 p.m. Bill- 
ing itself as a promotion of peace, 
love and equal rights, the party is 
also a time to come out and appre- 
ciate Roots Reggae music, accord- 
ing to Bobb. 
The Ark Band hails from 
Columbus and has played Bowling 
Green before at last year's One 
Love event, as well as numerous 
appearances at EasyStreet Cafe. 
Of the five members of The Ark 
Band, there are three of whom sing 
lead: drummer Terry Bobb, bass 
player Eustace Bobb, and guitarist 
Mike Scott. 
According to Bobb, that split 
gives the variety you'll find In The 
Ark Band: "It's three guys with 
three different types of music." 
EYE N' EYE. MON.The Ark Band Is (clockwise from far left) Rico. Jo«I McCarthy. 
Terry Bobb. Eustace Bobb. Mike Scott and Mike Smith. 
Rounding out the band's line-up 
is Mike Smith adn Rico on key- 
boards and Joel McCarthy as 
sound engineer. 
According to Errol Lamm, refer- 
ence librarian and One Love pro- 
moter, "Reggae is undoubtedly the 
one music that unifies people." 
Reggae is for "everybody and 
anybody," says Lam. He hopes the 
band to attract those who are not 
typically into the bar scene. "Peo- 
ple should come to acknowledge 
the music. Either you love it or hate 
it, and if you love it, you're 
hooked!" Lam asserted. 
For those who are not familiar 
with Reggae, The Ark Band repre- 
sents a unique opportunity to listen 
by Dave Baskind 
The   Incredible   College   of 
Musical   Knowledge 
Can you feel it? That won- 
derful zing has whipped 
through Bowling Green? No, 
it's not that mayonnaise. It's 
the chilling, thrilling, exhilarat- 
ing surge known as autumn. 
'Dr. Dave's Incredible College 
of Musical Knowledge' happily 
welcomes the return of multi- 
colored leaves, hot chocolate- 
filled nights under warm blan- 
kets, seeing your breath in the 
morning, dark beer and pizza 
with friends, scraping off ice 
from the car of a loved one, 
bundling up in an oversized 
sweatshirt, a big bowl of but- 
tery popcorn to watch a 
Browns or a Bears game by, 
and the heydays of the Falcon 
sport scene. 
This week, I believe that 
Christy Mavridoglou sets a Dr. 
Dave record by becoming the 
winner with the longest last 
name of the year. Congrats. 
She knew that Foreigner's only 
Number One hit was i Want 
To Know What Love Is.' Also, 
in our informal poll, she agreed 
with the majority of our other 
entries in stating that she be- 
lieved It was A sonic boom, not 
an earthquake, that shook BG 
a few weeks ago. 
And now, let's look at this 
week's quiz. 'H' stands for 
NEXT WEEK: 
DR. DAVE'S 
SUPER HUGE 
QUIZ FANTASTIC! 
Dozens of prizes. 
Loads of Questions. 
PREPARE 
THYSELF 
"Happy Happy Joy Joy," my 
Uncle Howard, that tall Irish 
guy I know, homonyms, hu- 
munculus, Halloween and 
Hooters. Yes, you read that 
right. Those Philadelphian 
lads. The Hooters, scored 
three Top 40 hits. Name any 
of the Hooters' Top 40 hits. 
If you can do that and you 
are randomly selected from the 
correct entries, you will nab a 
FREE 3-item medium pizza 
from our friends at Carly 
Cheena's at Conant and Dud- 
ley in Maumee and a FREE 
promo cassette from the good 
folks at Finders Records And 
Tapes at 128 N. Main in BG. 
To win. Just send your answer, 
along with your name, address, 
phone number and all-time 
favorite book to 'Dr. Dave's 
Quiz,' c/o 214 West Hall or 
gently dip it in the luxurious, 
wooden, Kelly-approved box in 
210 West Hall before Tuesday, 
November 3. Yes, that's Elec- 
tion Day. And, that means that 
If you wanna put your entry in 
my box, you got put your entry 
in the ballot box, too. Do 'em 
both and YOU will really be a 
winner. (1 know that sounded 
goofy, but YOU'VE GOT TO 
VOTE!!) PS. Watch out for 
next week!! 
and enjoy a classic type of Reggae. 
The newer trend in Reggae is Sha- 
baranks: a type of dancehall Reg- 
gae. Bobb sees it as "more like 
rap." 
"It's like taking the Reggae out 
of the Reggae," Bobb explained. 
Focusing on a Caribbean caly- 
pso/soca sound, The Ark Band 
plays roots Reggae, the type of 
music that "gives tlianks." And it is 
that sound the band hopes to fill 
the air with Saturday. 
The band is constantly busy and 
on the road. "Never a dull mo- 
ment" is how Bobb describes The 
Ark. 
Not only has the band played in 
Ohio, but also Michigan, lllinios, 
Kentucky, Pennsylvania, West Vir- 
ginia, North and South Carolina, 
St. Louis, and across Horida. The 
band hopes to grow east or west. 
"We're one of the hardest work- 
ing bands in the area," contends 
Bobb, and he sees success for The 
Ark as someday happening. 
Last year's event went well ac- 
cording to Bobb and Lam, and this 
year they are hoping for an even 
greater success. 
"People come out because they 
love The Ark!" Bobb laughed. 
Admission is $1. Get there soon, 
Reclaim America! 
Jeez, are we tired. Politics just 
drains Insider editors like corrosion 
on battery terminals. Not since the 
semester we became Jed Heads 
and followed Brother Jed around 
the country for six months have we 
been this pooped. Now that was a 
semester. 
The College Democrats, the Col- 
lege Republicans, the Darrow Hall 
for Perot crew.. .the only ones were 
missing are the Skipping Record 
Columnists Who Say the Same 
Damn Thing Over and Over. 
Speaking of which, thanks to USG 
for that cash donation. 55 more 
cents and we've got ourselves a 
Diet Pepsi. 
Input and responses are not dis- 
couraged. If you got something to 
say about BG's favorite magazine 
(or us even). Just drop a line to: In- 
sider Ragazine, 210 West Hall, 
BGSU. All submissions will be 
laughed at, and If we like It enough, 
we'll give you some free crap Just 
for caring enough. 
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Student makes dream 
Jason, Freddy and«««Shav/n?ar4a1?tyw1theLr?oar7iim 
by Kcndra Dinsmorc 
Insider 
Grad student Tony Kern had a 
vision. A "weird, sick, 'Tales From 
the Crypt' " kind of vision. So he 
wrote a short story. Then he wrote 
a screenplay. Then he made a 
movie. Then he decided to share 
his vision, so he arranged showings 
of the film for tonight and Saturday 
at 8 and 9 p.m. in 1007 BA. 
All right, so It wasn't quite that 
simple. 
In fact, 773-H was over a year 
In the making, and was still getting 
final touches last week. 
According to Kern, the 773-H 
oddessy began last fall, when he 
got the idea for a short story. 
Having taken some filmmaking 
classes here at the University, Kem 
decided to make a movie of the sto- 
ry during the summer. He put up 
some flyers, asking for actors and 
crew, and began filming on June 
26. 
The bulk of the filming took 
place during the next two week- 
ends. Kem then spent the next 
three months shooting extra 
scenes, editing the over seven 
hours of film into a 35-minute mov- 
ie, and adding special visual and 
sound effects. As of last week, 
Kem was getting ready to add the 
sound track. 
"It was a bt more than we ex- 
pected," Kem admitted. 
Shawn Podgurski, senior sociol- 
ogy ma)or and star of the film, add- 
ed, "Sometimes I was about ready 
to throw in the towel." 
So were several members of the 
film's crew. "We had some fly-by- 
nighters, some one-nlght-stand 
people. It was like, we had this 
huge production crew the first day, 
and the next day it was just me and 
Tony and Greg (Sharp, Kern's as- 
sistant),"recalled Podgurski. 
"I didn't expect too many people 
to stay," Kem admitted "It's fun, 
but It's not all fun and games." 
Those who stayed faced shooting 
setbacks, unfriendly police and "a 
little incident" which destroyed 
Kern's $1000 8mm camera, in the 
process tripling the film's compara- 
tively modest $500 budget. 
"But we kept going. That says 
something right there," Podgurski 
said. "The next day we bought a 
new camera and kept shooting." 
"Credit cards are great,"added 
Kem. 
The filmmakers also turned an 
unexpected police visit to their ad- 
vantage. "We got the cops called 
on us for trespassing, so we used 
the cop cars for our opening shot," 
says Podgurski. 
Kem and company shot the film 
all over Wood County, Irom the 
Student Health Center on campus 
to the woods around Helena, Ohio. 
"I was really surprised at how 
helpful (University and city officials) 
were," Kem said. "Theyietusget 
into the old county jail. Wood 
County Hospital and the Health 
Center. They were really coop- 
erative and nice." 
The film itself concerns a 
prisoner, played by Podgurski, who 
escapes from prison with the help 
of a janitor, played by Andrew Ful- 
ler. After he escapes,' 'things just 
don'tgo right for him," according 
to Podgurski. 
The film also stars Sharp as a 
doctor ("Dr. Sideburns"), Michelle 
Argie as a woman killed by Pod- 
gurski, and Matt Mahaney as the 
police investigator pursuing Pod- 
gurski. 
Kem describes the film as' 'kinda 
like a Twilight Zone, almost. Not 
really a horror, not too scary, but 
kind of gory. 
"It's not going to be your ordin- 
ary 35-mlnute student film," he 
NEEDED: 
Obsidian Sales 
Representatives 
Gain valuable sales experience before 
graduating from college. 
The Obsidian is looking for 2 motivated 
individuals to sell for this monthly 
publication. 
Apply in person at 214 W. Hall or call 
Tracy at 372-2440 for more information. 
You've got the vocal chords, now 
use your voice...Peace." 
added. It's quick, it's original...Its 
got everything - it's inside, it's out- 
side, it's stable, it's moving." 
"Not too many student films 
have special effects," says Podgur- 
ski. He admits, "The special effects 
were fun, but not something I'd 
want to do again." 
Both Kem and Podgurski would 
like to continue in filmmaking. 
Kern's dream is to start his own 
production company in this area, 
making short films like 773-H un- 
til he gets noticed and bankrolled 
for a major feature film. 
"Eventually I'd like to make a 
feature film, but I thought il would 
be better to start with a short, half 
hour film and work up. I don't want 
to quit until 1 make a big one " He 
does admit his dream is a bit "op 
timistic." 
Right now, Kem is receiving 
credit in two classes for the film, 
one for the shooting and one for 
the post-production, as well as "a 
lot of Visa bills." Padgurskl isn't 
getting any University credit for his 
participation, but he Is getting 
something even more important: 
"A lot of attention." 
The Ark Bond 
* 
8th Annual 
ONE LOVE 
REGGAE PARTY 
Saturday, Oct. 24, 1992 
9p.m., Union Ballroom 
with 
The Ark Band 
Admission $ 1 
PEACE and EQUAL RIGHTS 
Sponsored by Coribbeon Associonon 
Co Sponsor Progressive Srudenr Orgorvzotion 
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Tami & Eric 
Kristin & Mark 
Lara & Bryce 
Jennifer & Jim 
Vanessa & Greg 
Laura & Chris 
Cheri & Rick 
Lisa & Bob 
Cindy & Mark 
Kelly & Per 
Christy & Norris 
Missy & Jeffrey 
Tricia & Joe 
Allison & Brian 
The Beckster & Bradmeister 
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Kathy & Casper 
Beth & Todd 
Dawn & Kurt 
Jen & Eric 
Lisa & Doug 
Angie & James 
Sharon & Matt 
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ROCK OVERACH1EVERS.. Jamie Ce and Joe Church of the Kind. The Kind's pla 
Ing EasyStreet Wednesday and Tuxedo Junction Thursday. Don't they take a da 
oB7 And why Isn't percussionist Jose Luna In the photo? 
I CANT STOP LAUGHING 
(HYENAS): Toledo: Your Port to 
World Markets and the Laughing 
Hyenas. It doesn't say that on the 
watertower yet, but maybe after 
this Monday, when the Hyenas 
land In BG... Spinning a sonic web 
of hate, power and raw primal 
energy like one pissed-off spider, 
the Hyenas are here pushing their 
latest, raucous release Crawl. With 
Toledoan Todd Swallen on drums, 
the Ann Arbor-based rockers have 
even hit the Big Time by being on a 
major corporate billion dollar label - 
well, It's actually Touch and Go 
Records out of Chicago, but still... 
Kim Gordon of Sonic Youth called 
them one of the top seven bands of 
all time. Wowzers! Good enough 
for us. The Hyenas'll be giggling 
into Good Tymes Pub Monday the 
26th. Warmup bands Sopor and 
Wheat lead off. Get there early. 
Get there often. 
RADIO RADIO: Saturday 
night, Howard's Club H is hosting 
the last WIOT 104.7 Rock Night 
ever. Never again. Makes you 
question your own mortality, 
doesn't it? But anyway, the first 
104 people through the door get a 
free T-shirt from FM 104. And Riz 
zo's playing, too. Be there or be 
square. 
ROCK MNP FROM 
THE BLACK SWAMP 
H-U-S-T-M-Y-E-R AND MRS. | 
HUNGER, PERHAPS IT 
WOULD BE FEASABLETO...: 
TONIGHT: Positive Sweat at 
Good Tymes Pub, SATURDAY: 
Patrick Lewandowskl at Campus 
Polleyes TONIGHT AND SAT- 
URDAY: Rizzo at Howard's, Red- 
cliff at EasyStreet, MONDAY: 
Laughing Hyenas with Wheat and 
Sopor at Good Tymes Pub TUES- 
DAY: Jerry North at Mark's, Jim 
and Eric of Harvest at Tuxeo Junc- 
tion, Smell at Good Tymes Pub 
WEDNESDAY: This Year's Fad at 
Good Tymes Pub, The Kind at Ea- 
syStreet, Chris Otto at Downtown, 
Dirty Cherries at Campus Polleyes, 
Keeny Reeves at Club SOP, 
THURSDAY: Sand at EasyStreet, 
The Kind at Tuxedo Junction, Ma- 
lachi at Howard's 
Divid *Conl 
C,llih*i 
H.S Mcn-WM »5 
rnun-seiB-e 
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Gumshoe: 
Mystery 
writer 
to hit 
Toledo 
by Jason L. Hunt 
Insider 
"It was the natural con- 
vergence of my life coming 
together." 
That Is the way James E. 
Martin describes the winding 
path he followed to becom- 
ing an acclaimed mystery 
writer. 
Martin, 55, Is the creator 
of fictional detective Gil DIs- 
bro. His third novel about the 
tough-talking, chain-smok- 
ing private eye, And Then 
You Die, was published this 
summer. The plot centers on 
gambling, with the action 
shuttling between Cleveland 
and Nevada. 
The author will speak 
about and sign his new book 
at Thackeray's Books in 
Toledo's Westgate Shopping 
Center tomorrow at 2 p.m. 
Martin, whose writing 
style has been compared to 
Raymond Chandler, began 
his professional life with an 
education degree in English 
and history from The Ohio 
State University in 1959. He 
then taught English in Junior 
and senior high schools until 
1966, when he Joined the 
Norwalk police force. 
See P.I., page eight. 
'Haunted' 
author to 
appear at 
University 
by Matthew A. Dane man 
Insider editor 
It was a dark and stormy night 
more than 70 years ago. The Lord 
I leinrich University sat reading 
quietly in the study when the shard 
rap of knocking outside echoed 
through the shuttered window. He 
dismissed the noise as a loose tree 
branch - dismissed it, that is, until 
the knocking became louder and 
more persistent. In such horren- 
dous weather, who could be out- 
side, he thought? With a trickle of 
nervous sweat running down his 
brow, he slowly made his way to 
the shuttered window. It was a 
trembling hand that slowly opened 
the frame and undid the shutter. 
And there, out in the ghastly storm, 
stood...nothing. 
With a sigh of relief, the Lord 
closed the window and turned back 
into the study and was nearly 
driven mad by the sight of the 
horrible beast form Hell come 
to claim his soul, the beast of 
death, the brain-curdling ter- 
ror of the Ghostly Chicken Giz- 
zard that had cursed his family 
for centuries. The shriek of terror 
was heard for miles away, but 
when the nearby villagers made 
their way to the University Man- 
sion, nothing was to be found ex- 
cept for the Lord's still-smoking 
pipe in its ashtray. 
Years later, the home was refur- 
bished into an Institute of higher 
learning. And It is said that on dark, 
windy nights, one can still hear the 
InstdcrAinda lenc 
BOOO! ...Experts have predicted a manifestation of Haunted Ohio author Chile Woodyard today at the University 
Bookstore. Whoopl Goldberg wtl! not be accompanying her. 
Lord's agonized shrieks of fear as 
one stands outside...of University 
Hall! 
Well, OK, not really. 
But Ohtoans have dozens of sto- 
ries like that one. And what used to 
be passed mouth to ear around the 
campfire or during Halloween are 
now available for all to read and en- 
Joy. Former BG student Chris 
Woodyard has been crossing Ohio 
in search of things far less elusive 
than ghosts: ghost stories. 
"I've collected so many stories I 
could fill a dozen books," Woo- 
dyard said. "I've heard it all pretty 
much." 
And fill books is Just what Woo- 
dyard did - the Haunted 
Ohio book series. Riled with 
spooky stories and terrifying tales 
from across the Otherworldly 
Ohio, Woodyard has finished two 
of the volumes and is fast at work 
on the next. 
The stories of the supernatural 
come from every imaginable 
source, according to Woodyard. 
"People come in. They call In. 
They write," she said. 
BG's own Insider Magazine was 
a warmly gracious contributor to 
the first edition when it's Hal- 
loween Issue tales of Amanda the 
Chi Omega Ghost and Alice the 
Theater Specter were transplanted 
into the book. 
So what kinda ghostly stuff does 
Woodyard deal with? What are 
some of the terrors stalking the 
nights of Ohio? 
"This ghost at one house kept 
playing two notes on a piano - A, 
D, A, D. It was really prominent on 
this one date. So the owners of the 
house did some checking into the 
history of the house and found out 
someone died in the house with the 
initials A.D.," Woodyard related. 
"The most haunted town in 
Ohio is Waynesville. Why that is 
we're not sure. Both an Indian site 
and water are nearby. Water and 
Indian sites are two things you 
See EERIE, page eight. 
University Ambassadors   University Ambassadors   University Ambassadors   University Ambassadors   University Ambassadors 
LOOK WHO IS A UNIVERSITY AMBASSADOR 
Terra Manning - Japanese Club 
Amy McClellan - American Chemistry Association 
Rooyn Mann - Delta Gamma 
Jenniter Morse - Motor Board 
Man Olson - Homecoming Committee 
Chana Peyton - Minority Business Student Association 
Sherri Porter - Nursing Student Association 
Jenniter Prater - Alumni Teletund Manager 
Chris Rigby - Air Force 
Rob Routzahn • Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society 
Hans Sanderson - Ski Team 
Marde Van Swearingen - Orientation Leader 
Shanda Tominson - Northwest Ohio Black Media Association 
Danisha Ware - Tour Guide 
Juke Zimmerman - Univerity Mascot 
Becky Ziss - University Activities Organization 
Alumni Center G 410 Srudenr Services 
    (Due Dy November 6 ® Alumni Center) 
University Ambassadors   University Ambassadors   University Ambassadors   University Ambassadors   University Ambassadors 
Matt Baker - Minority Career Association 
Carlos Buron - Spanish Club 
Deb Cordes - President Ot Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Rachel Costanzo - Chi Omega 
Kristina Dobos - USG Senator 
Tamara Eggert - Cultural Diversity Players 
Derek Eiler - Sigma Alpha Epsllon 
Tuia Ferrier - Into The Streets 
Keli Gibson - President Delta Gamma 
Brian Harootyan - Treasurer Ol Kappa Sigma 
Roy Holloway - University Men's Chorus 
Marty lacampo Jr. - Phi Sigma Kappa 
Laura Jackson - College Democrats 
Nicole Kemock - Resident Advisor 
Amy Klrner - Ohio Student Education Association 
Madelyn Mackie - Partners In Excellence 
You Could De One Too! 
Applicorions Are Available Ar The 
SISTER 
ACT 
Tonight & Saturday 
8-10-midnight 
210 msc-$1.50 adm. 
Next week: I  
Halloween Schlock festival 
Dem Dems, Dem CRs, Dem Perot-iai 
We are 
living in 
a political 
world 
and CRs 
try a 
politcal 
whirl 
Like an Atomic Elbow or Belly 
to-Belly Suplex, It was the Michael 
Dukakis bid for the Presidency In 
1988 that sent the College Demo- 
crats sprawling to the mat for what 
was nearly a near three count. 
Reeling from a lack of members 
and Interest, the group - formerly 
known as the Campus Democrats - 
disbanded. 
But when was the last time a 
wrestler knocked down stayed 
down? 
That was the case in Sept. 1989 
when the organization reformed 
with one sole Intent - getting Unl- 
veristy education professor Jim 
Davidson back on city council. The 
defeat of Incumbent Republican 
Don Pond marked not only Da- 
vidson's return to local politics, but 
l «. return ot the College Demo- 
i its as well. 
Now, sporting a membership of 
300, the College Democrats are 
going strong this political season, 
working to put in Democrats from 
Wood County to the White House. 
"We're a political group (and) 
we're a socially-conscious group," 
said Sam Melendez, vice president 
of College Democrats. 
"In the past there wasn't much 
turnout at meetings," he contin- 
ued. "People thought we were po- 
litical geeks and such a bunch of 
guys sitting around in suits. 
"But we're really not like that. 
We're very loose. If you like meet- 
ings where you come and you sit 
and there are proposals and people 
listen and things like that, you 
won't like College Democrats. We 
have a lot of parties. We have a lot 
of fun." 
Under that tongue-in-cheek ex- 
terior, however, lies a no-nonsense 
approach to their goals. And The 
College Democrats will be the first 
to tell you they have an agenda - 
t winning the elections and winning 
them big. 
"Voinovlch won't be on the bal- 
lot until 1994," Mike Cook, CD 
president, emphasized, "but you 
can get back at him by sending 
people like Jack Hartman (candi- 
date for State Senate) to the State- 
house." 
The obstacles are neither few 
nor tar between. Wood County is 
strongly Republican. And this 
campus Isn't Berkley or UCLA, 
either. But confidence and hope 
are staples of the CD diet. 
"In the city, It's an uphill battle," 
Cook said. "But on the campus, 
students really aren't conservative 
or liberal. Obviously theres maybe 
20 percent of students who call 
themselves Republicans and 20 
percent of students who call them- 
selves Democrats. The rest are just 
looking for results. 
"I think Bush is only going to get 
20 percent of the vote on cam- 
pus," he continued. "We have a lot 
of work to do, but I think Bill Clin- 
ton and Al Gore will easily carry the 
campus." With every yin, there 
must be a yang. The duality of the 
universe guarantees It. Even Hulk 
Hogan had his Million Dollar Man. 
And when looking for the competi- 
tor to the CDs, one needs to look 
no further than the College Repub- 
licans. 
"They used to be more of a chal- 
lenge," Melendez said. "This year 
they've been way too negative. I 
had a lot more respect for the Col- 
lege Republicans under their past 
leadership. 
"They're not bad people," he 
went on, "we )ust disagree political 
iy" 
Some might say things ain't 
what they used to be when the 
Democratic candidate for President 
Is calling for welfare reform and the 
Republican candidate calls his 
battle against the federal deficit "a 
mistake." 
But for the College Democrats, 
In an increasingly grey world, 
there's still a dark line of black be- 
tween the Democrats and the Re- 
publicans. 
"I think Mario Cuomo said It best 
at the convention," Cook related. 
"Republicans believe we're going 
to the Promised Land, but not all of 
us can make It. The College Dem- 
ocrats believe we can all be suc- 
cessful and we can all do It. There 
don't have to be people without 
health care. There don't have to be 
people without )obs. 
"Perot is by far the most enter- 
taining of the candidates. But when 
you seriously look at the is- 
sues. . .you see Perot has a good 
understanding of what's wrong 
with the country. But unlike Gov- 
ernor Clinton, he doesn't know 
how to fix it. 
"On the other hand you have 
Bush," Cook quipped, "who 
doesn't have the answers, but 
doesn't even understand the ques- 
tions. 
"It's too late to roll out the solu- 
tions and the proposals during the 
election. He's been in the White 
House for 12 yean." 
It's no secret the CDs are antici- 
pating a Nov. 3 victory. Public 
mood and the polls seem to Indi- 
cate that way. But are they hedging 
their bets, taking a cautious stance? 
"Come November 4, we'll be 
looking at some serious hangovers 
form the celebration party," Cook 
laughed. 
Guess not. The College Demo- 
crats meet Tuesday nights at 9 
p.m. in 116 Business Administra- 
tion. Once the election's over, the 
College Democrats aren't going to 
close down shop for the year. 
Rather, it seems, there's no rest for 
the weary, with a planned AIDS 
benefit concert at Howard's Club H 
and starting up work for the Fall 
'93 elections. 
Pretty serious, weighty goals. 
Are the College Democrats set- 
tling, becoming button-down? 
Naaahhh... 
"At the city council meetings, 
there's this Pearl Opplinger on city 
council," Cook asserted. "And 
every time she says if they wanted 
to, the students could take Ward 
One, Ward Two, the At-Large 
seats...' So after Nov. 3, we're go- 
ing to take Pearl up on her little 
challenge." 
Once upon a time, there was a 
Man who called himself the Great 
White Knight of Politics. On his 
shining Horse of Presidency, he 
forewent the Evil Wizardry of Or- 
ganized Parties, Political Action 
Committees and the Same Old 
Thing. 
At the same time, across the 
Great Forest, in the Land of Bowl- 
ing Green, there were a group of 
the Knight's Loyal Men. They also 
forewent the Usual Tricks of Or- 
ganizations and Propaganda. And 
they were none the worse for It. 
They're not part of any national 
campaign. The membership is less 
than a handfull. They don't even 
have a group name. 
But for the Darrow Hall resi- 
dents, being on the outside of the 
typical student political process is 
as natural for them as It Is for the 
candidate they represent - Ross 
Perot. 
BGers do the H. Ross Limbo: Hi 
It all started when Darrow Hall 
organized a nine-member panel 
debate in Kreischer Quad just one 
week ago... 
(Dorm director Dave Herald) had 
set up the debate several months In 
advance," said freshman computer 
science major Jeremy Zawodny. 
"After the first (Presidential) de- 
bate, someone caome up to him 
and said 'There ought to be a spot 
for Perot.' My RA knew I was a 
Perot supporter and came up to 
me to ask If I wanted to represent 
him and I said'Sure.' " 
Gathering together his room- 
mate, freshman computer science 
major Tom Llgman, and fellow 
Darrow Hall resident Tom Avritt, 
freshman pre physical therpay 
major, the three Perot supporters 
became, by default, Student for 
Perot. Or College Independents. 
Or College Perot-ians. Or 
whatever. 
"Basically it's just the three of us. 
People have called to ask quest- 
ions, but nobody's come forward 
to say 'Hey can I Join you guys?' " 
Zawodny said. "Fact Line called to 
find out what we were aboyut and if 
they could give out our phone 
numbers for people who have 
questions, too." 
Avritt agreed: "I've gotten a lot 
of calls from people asking me 
questions about Perot. I'm almost 
like an information booth for 
Perot." 
A month ago they were 
just.. .guys. Now they're on the 
verge of actually becoming an or- 
ganization. "We started off Infor- 
mally as just a bunch of people,'' 
Zawodny said. "Now one of the 
RAs on the 4th floor Is going to 
is:   dey workin' on de campa-a-aigns 
Wood County has long been a 
stronghold for the Republicans. No 
matter what, local, state and 
national candidates with an K' fol- 
lowing their names on the ballot 
could almost bet the bank on win- 
ning Wood County. 
So one might think that the Uni- 
versity's College Republicans were 
living the easy life. They can kick 
back and prop their feet up. They 
can rest on their past victories and 
laurels. 
But that ain't the College Repub- 
lican way. 
Instead, the CRs are working as 
hard as ever, pushing the literature 
and the Republican candidates in a 
never-ending battle for the hearts 
and minds of University voters. 
The weapons? "Strong leader- 
ship and a good reputation," ac- 
cording to CR Public Relations 
Chairperson Stacy Mirrotto. 
"(Students) get the wrong im- 
pression from the columnists in 
The BG News about the College 
Republicans," Mirrotto explained. 
"We're responsible and have a 
good rapport with the people of 
Bowling Green and the students. 
We bring in people like George 
Bush. "We're not always the 
prettiest group on campus," she 
went on. "We're often the group 
criticized by the press. But that 
brings us together and makes us 
closer. 
"We do have a lot of fun. We 
party and everything. We definitely 
have fun at the meetings. And I've 
met some of the best friends of my 
life through the CRs." 
300 members strong. Voted best 
club In Ohio last year by the Execu- 
tive Committee of the Ohio Repub- 
lican Federation. They got the 
president of their group, Scott 
Zlance, elected to city council. 
Even the harshest critic would have 
to admit the CRs are kicking butt. 
And it's a testament to their 
strength as a group that the Col- 
lege Republicans are able to help 
bring people to BG. Not Just any 
people, but people you see on the 
7 o'clock news. Real people. Im- 
portant people. Real Important 
people. 
"Bush had an excellent re- 
ception, so more people want to 
come," Mirrotto said. "When Rea- 
gan came, Bush saw it was a good, 
conservative campus." 
"We're persistent," Ziance add- 
ed. "We put in several requests for 
speakers. Somewhere along the 
line - probably in 1984 with Rea- 
gan coming - we got a nationwide 
reputation. 
"We worked hard for (the Bush 
whistle stop). So they rewarded us 
a pirvate thank you. It wasn't a 
major media event or anything," 
he credited. "But to take an hour's 
time from someone like (Utah 
Senator) Orrin Hatch is a pretty big 
deal." 
Attacks on President Bush - 
g they're all over the place. From 
the liberal pundits (expected) to 
some of his fellow conservatives 
like George Will and Pat Buchanan 
(unexpected). But if the CRs 
listened to all the nay savers, they'd 
have quit long ago. Instead, like 
walking through a snowdrift, they 
just duck their heads down and 
continue to plow through to the 
reward - that place on Pennsyl- 
vania Avenue. And they do it with 
' confidence. 
"I think Wood County Is going to 
stay Republican (Nov. 3). The Re- 
publican Party In Wood County has 
Just been lucky to have a lot of 
good people," Ziance said. "I don't 
see any way those two (State Rep- 
resentative Randy Gardner and 
State Senator Betty Montgomery) 
are going to lose. 
"And I thlnK Bush is going to eke 
it out on this campus," he added. 
Mirrotto concurs with what Nov. 
3 will bring: "Victory. Hopefully 
not only victory for Bush/Quayle, 
but for all the local candidates as 
well." 
Talk about the College Republi- 
cans with College Republicans and 
they exude respect for the organi- 
zation and Its membership. Men- 
tion the College Democrats and 
the tone changes. It's like talking 
about the latest Steven Seagal film 
with Roger Ebert and Gene Slskel. 
They'll acknowledge Its existance 
and the high points of the movie, 
but don't expect them to gush 
about its artistic merits. 
"In the off season, it's a good re- 
lationship," Ziance said. "We at 
least respect that each other Is ac- 
tive Instead of apathetic. I mean, 
we don't go out and party together 
- even on the off season." 
"The CRs sponsored a food 
drive for the needy last year, while 
the College Democrats gave out 
free condoms," Mirrotto pointed 
out. "The College Republicans are 
all hard working and dedicated. 
"The College Democrats? A few 
of the same people are doing all 
the hard work for the group. At 
least, that's our Impression." 
It's not Just a resume -padder. It's 
not Just a chance for people to get 
good seats for the Bush visit. It's a 
chance to get some contacts and 
get involved in the political por- 
cess, according to Ziance. And it's 
a chance to get into bigger and bet- 
ter things. Former CR President 
Dwayne Sattler is now working on 
Rex Damshroder's campaign for 
state representative against Dwighi 
Wise in Tiffin. And the list goes on. 
The College Republicans meet 
every Tuesday at 9 p.m. in 112 
Business Administration. And they 
don't sit back and rest on their 
laurels. 
"There was this horrible story In 
the (Cleveland) Plain Dealer about 
a week ago. In It, the writer said 
how Democrats were taking over 
this campus. Now, I don't know 
where they got this from. I don't 
know who they talked to. They 
talked to Jim Davidson," Ziance 
said. 
"But they sure didn't talk to 
me." 
Profiles 
by Matthew 
Daneman 
w low can you Perot? 
write us up as an official group in 
the RA newsletter." 
It's Perot Mania. Americans, 
tired of the status quo, are turning 
away and turning to Perot, Instead. 
Rather than getting party support 
and lobbyists, Perot forges ahead. 
Some are calling a grass-roots revo- 
lution. And the three would agree. 
"I watched all the debates," Av- 
rift said. "Last year in high school, 
we watched all the talk shows. I 
read the book (United, We 
Stand by Ross Perot). I've read 
magazine articles about him and 
interviews with him. He's for the 
people. He Is the people. 
"We had Bush in there for four 
years and It Just hasn't worked 
out," he continued. "Clinton? I Just 
can't see him in the office." 
According to Zawodny, the dif- 
ferences between Perot and the 
other candidates are like the differ- 
ences between day and night. 
"Some of the things he has that 
they don't? He's unbiased," Zaw- 
odny charged. "He doesn't have a 
party association. If you want 
something done, he can stand up 
and say "This Is what I'm going to 
try to work for.' The other two, 
they have the political parties they 
have to work through. 
"He's experienced. He looks at 
the government as a business. He's 
looking to optimize the govern- 
ment. The other candidates never 
brought that up until he did. 
"He's bringing up a lot of issues 
that wouldn't be brought up other- 
wise." 
It was Just a seed of an incident, 
the Kreischer debate. But from that 
seed, a flower of activism is grow- 
ing. The three are looking to 
expand their pro-Perot activities 
and try to spread the word. 
"(Our Perot campaigning is) Just 
still at a real low level," Zawodny 
said. "We Just started looking at 
getting signs and literature, things 
like that." 
They've chosen a challenge for 
themselves. The election is in less 
than ten days. And all the polls 
show Perot lagging at a distant 
third. But rather than give up, the 
three have taken the pragmatic 
approach. 
"On campus, I doubt (Perot will 
win). There's a lack of any organ- 
ized support. In the nation I think 
he'll do fairly well," Zawodny said 
optimistically. "Buthewon'tdoas 
well as the other two. 
And If/when Perot loses? 
"We really haven't discussed it 
much," Zawodny admitted. "I'm 
not sure. It'll depend on what Ross 
Perot says himself." 
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Continued from page five. 
often find at haunttngs," she con- 
tinued with an air of authority. 
Theoretical physicists work daily 
with particles that are as much 
products of imagination as quanti- 
fication. The subatomic particles 
can't be touched or held, so doing 
research on them becomes a mat- 
ter of mathematical faith. 
Likewise, Woodyard doesn't 
work with ghosts. They don't 
punch a clock and come into the 
office. So does she believe In the 
meat and potatos of her works? 
Does she believe In ghosts? "I 
don't want to say unequivocably 
there are ghosts," she said cau- 
tiously, "but it seems like the evi- 
dence is pointing In that direction." 
For the seekers of the other- 
worldly knowledge - or just the 
plain curious - Woodyard will be re- 
turning to BG today for a book 
signing session at the University 
352-0796 
HOURS: 6:00 A.M -12:00 MIDNIGHT 
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 
4-64 Yrs. of Age 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65*) / 
Handicapped Persons 
Children 4-12 yrs. when 
accompanied by an adult. 
Transit i.D. Card Required' 
Children 
4 VRS. OR UNDER 40 LBS. 
Ride Free Of Charge 
with adult. 
Child mual ride In Child Re.trelnt, 
Sciis provided. 
Call 354-6203 For More Information 
•Transit ID. Cards Available At Grants Administrators Ollice 
„ . aaaBBBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBW Th" service is 
Van hit Available' 
Wheelchair Access A 
-Group Sealing Available Call 1 Hr. 
Before 
Service 
is Needed 
financed in pen 
from en operating 
assistance grant 
trom ODOT 4 
II" 
Bookstore In the Student Services 
Building. From 10 a.m. until 4 
p.m. today, students can meet and 
talk to the author as she plugs the 
latest book, Haunted Ohio II. 
According to Dallas Brim of the 
University Bookstore, last year's 
signing for Haunted Ohio was a 
P.I.  
Continued from page five. 
"I became bored with teaching, 
and the civil service exam was giv- 
en at the end of the school year," 
Martin said. "There was really no 
risk involved. If I didn't like police 
work, I could )ust go back to teach- 
ing in the fall." 
Martin did enjoy police work, 
and never looked back. He ad- 
vanced to the rank of captain dur- 
ing his 17-year career. In 1983, he 
became a special Investigator for 
the State of Ohio. All during this 
time he also worked as a freelance 
feature writer for The Loraln Jour- 
nal. 
A 1986 heart attack and subse- 
quent surgery ended Martin's ac- 
tive law enforcement career. While 
recovering, he wrote his first Dis- 
bro novel,The Mercy Trap, pub- 
lished In 1989, and followed it up 
withThe nip Side of life in 
1990. 
great success and students this year 
can expect more of the same. 
"Last year was really nice," 
Brim said. "It's amazing how much 
interest there is with students. 
"You can have a lot of fun with 
this - especially at this time of 
year." 
"I figured the heart attack was 
God's way of telling me to get back 
to my craft, so I did," the Norwalk 
resident said. 
Although he was a police officer, 
Martin made Disbro a private eye. 
"Asa writer, it gives me much 
more freedom to invent things," 
Martin said. "I don't have to worry 
about police procedures, search 
and seizure and paperwork." 
Martin said he draws on his 
police experience primarily to add 
realism to his stories, but not for 
actual storylines. "I mostly use the 
things I find in the newspapers." 
"Occasionally my wife will point 
to an odd story In the paper and 
say 'That looks like something you 
would come up with,' " Martin 
said. "Strange crimes and unusual 
circumstances are the types of 
things that catch my eye." 
NOW OPEN 
FREE FRIENDSHIP, 
BRACELET 
WITH ANY 
$5.00 
PURCHACE 
The Unique Boutique 
International Clothing, Tapestries, Jewelry, Crystals, Beads, 
Bajas, Sweaters, Over 40 Styles of Silk Screen Tie Pyes, 
and lots more... 
Located at 134 East Court St. 
(across from Mr. Spots) 
352-3306 
Sunday-Thursday 11am - 10pm 
Friday and Saturday 11am - 12pm 
Grand Opening!!! 
Saturday, October 24th 
The cool stuff you saw on campus 
is now in Bowling Green 
10% OFF 
ANY PURCHASE 
BEFORE 
Nov. 1,1992 
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TV LISTINGS: 
DAYTIMEMORNING             OCTOBER 23, 1992 • OCTOBER 29. 1992 
5:00 5:30 6:00        6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O CBS News CBS News News This Morning g Montel Williams Family Feud Challenge Price 
o SignOB Cont d CBC Morning News Earth Urban Peasant Mr Dressup Sesame St 
ID Home Shopping Spree CBS News NewsQ Thts Morning g Cosby Show Amore Family Feud Challenge Price 
© NBC News News NBC News Newsg Todayg Sally Jessy Raphael Jerry Springer Doctor Dean 
at Sign-On Cont d ABC News Good Mormng America g Live -- Regis 4 Kathie Lee Vicki1 Home 
m Sign-on Com a Homestretch Lamo Cnop Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
60 Sign-on Com n Homestretch Barney Lamb Chop Mr Rogers Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
S3 Movie DucMaies:; Slum Da*gs Dark wing Menace Beetleiuice Tale Spin g Chip-Dale Belvedere New Beaver 700 Club K Copeiand 
0D Family Ties News Spoons Insp Gadget Nmja Turtles Stunt Dawgs Beetleiuice Dennis Sanlord 3* Co. Family Ties Laverne Little House 
ESPN Varied Jake In Motion Getting Fit Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Training Bodysnape Sportscenter Sp-W scente' Jake 
TMC Movie Conld Varied Movie Movie Varied Programs 
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00   |   12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Price News          | Young and die neitteil Q Bold. Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Gerakto News Edroon 
O Sesame Si Midday Enmntti Varied Coronation Neighbours Rich Tea S S ympathy Video Hrts Fame Bahar g 
o Price Newsg Young and the Restless g Bold. Bea As the Work) Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winfrey g design w. Golden Girls 
o Farm Daniels Newsy Concentr. Days of Our Lives g Another World Santa Barbara Maury Povtcti g Donahue g 
€D Home Love Con Loving g AH My Children One Lite to Live General Hospital SavedBell Wonder Yrs M'A-S-H News 
© Instructional Vat«a Instructional Programming Varied Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sandiego Sq 1 TV 
SD Instructional Programming Cont'd instructional Programming Movie QED Sesame Street g Mr Rogers So, 1TV 
SB Varied Inlaluation RushL Montel Williams Swans Bond Jr Melodies Tom, Jerry Tiny Toon Gool Troop Ninuj Turtles Batman g 
QD Little House Andy Gnltitn Amore Vtcktl Bewitched Chipmunks Melodies Tom. Jerry Tiny Toon Batman g SavedBell Gro Pains 
ESPN Getting Fit In Motion Bodysnape Varied Programs Global Wrestl Varied Programs 
TMC Movie Varied Programs Movie 
Sunday Special 
Buy one Footlong Sub, 
get one for 994 
(Limit 1 per customer per visit) 
i 
Sunday/, October 25 only 
(99< sub must be of equal or lesser value) 
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY 
.SUBWAY" 
Woodland Mall • 353-0204 
TAKE A LOAD OFF 
: 500 OFF 
l      anv washer or droo off service 
1 
y p i  
- KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY 
Nipoleon 
709 S. Main Street 
limit 1 /visit 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
1 
VIDEO DELIVERY 
COUPON CANS 
Bring in any canned food good donation 
and receive any second rental FREE! 
FOR DELIVERY 
354-5283 
GUARANTEED IN 30 MINUTES 
140 E. WOOSTER 
jU" ■■■■ll 
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FRIDAY EVENING              OCTOBER 23, 1992 
6:00   I   6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 o News CBS News You Bet-ble G Palace Major Dad Design W Bob Picket Fences News Newhan Arsenio Hall 
u CBC News Degrassi J Place Street Leg* Movie  The Dunera Boys' Journal CBC Ne*s Kids in the Hall                | Summer 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 G Palace Major Dad Design W    JBob Picket Fences News Dark Justice 
tt) News NBC News Ent Tonight Cor  Allair What Happened' NBC News Special Cuban Miss * Crisis News Tonight Show 
<di Slat Search ABC News M-A-S'H 1 amily l eud Family Step by S Dinosaurs Camp Wilder 20(20 Arsenio Hall Nightline Used Cars 
iki Previews Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Wash rVeek Wan St Served Piglet Files Blake s 7 Adam Smrth Mysteryl 
EO Reading MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour McLaughlin Wash Week Wall SI America s Political Parties Democracy in Action Served Viewer s Choice 
© Full House Roseanne Married Night Court America s Most Wanted Sightings Suspects Star Trek Neat Gener Roseanne RushL Studs Heat 
ESPN 
Roseanne Golden Girls Married You Bel -Lite America s Most Wanted Sightings Suspects News Murphy B Star Trek: Next Gener Star Search 
Motowortd Up Close Sportscenter NHL Hockey: Montreal Canadiens at New York Rangers Horse Racing Sportscenter 1 Aerobics Championship 
TMC letirs Moab Move   Mall Helm' Movie:  Men at Work                                              | Movie   Masters ol Menace Movie    Scanners II The New Order 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON             OCTOBER 24,1992 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Teenage Nm|a Turtles Beakman s Why Didn 11 Big Chuck and Lit John White Shadow Movie. ■ Buffalo Bill and the Indians 
e Real Fishing Got. Homeworks Disability Gardener Fisn'n Driver's Seat Sports Weekend 
at Future Toonage Monkeys Ule Choices Newsmakers Showcase Kingdom war Years TBA Family Ties TBA Family Ties Oprah Winfrey 
CD Saved-Beli Adventure Quiz Double Up Notre D College Football Bngham Young at Notre Dame Current Affair Extra 
S> Beakmans Scratch Scooby Doo Weekend TBA Movie    Down and Out in Beverly Hills' CoMege Football Oho State at Michigan State 
© Taste of La Cooking Cooking Garden Gourmet Old House Workshop Hometime Woodwright Gentle Dt Austin City Limns Lonesome Pine Special 
SD Wild Am Outdoors MotorWeek Streamside Ok) House Garden Workshop Hometime Gourmet Eating Well Kitchen Alexander Woodwright |sci Model 
© Super Dave X-Men College Football Miami at Virginia Tech WWF Wrestling Beauty and the Beasl Baywalch 
0D Super Dave X-Men WWF Wrestling Movie   Oh. Heavenly Dog!" Movie: "Time Bandits Star Search 
ESPN Outdoors College Gameday College Football Big Ten Game                                                                      | Scoreboard Hydroplane  |Rodeo Okla St Fan Motorcycles 
me Fires Within Movte    Raging Bull Movie:   Taking Care ol Business Teenage Mutant Nm|a Turtles II Ooze Amer Kick 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News New WKRP Front Run Work) Series Game Six Toronto Blue Jays al Atlanta B raves News Movie: "Mutant 
o Charles A Portrait Sunlesl NHL Hockey: San Jose Sharks al Toronto Maple Leals CBC News Country Beat 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune |cash Exp World Series Game Six Toronto Blue Jays al Atlanta Braves News Design W Rawhide 
o News NBC News Entertainment Tonight Fresh Pnnce Out All Night Empty Nest   1 Nurses Sisters News Saturday Night Live 
23 College Football American Gladiators Dinosaurs Halloween Covington Cross Comrmsh Arsenio Hak Uptown Comedy Club 
m Destinos Scenes Lawrence We* Show Columbus and Discovery Pacific Century Democracy in Action Hendncks     Austin City Limits 
European Tony Brown Lawrence We* Show Civil War Movie: "The Lile ot Emile Zola 
CD Catwalk Sweating Bullets Cops Cops Code3 Edge Star Trek Comedy Showcase Comtc Strip Live 
m Star Trek Next Gener M'A'S'H M'A'S'H Cops Cops Code3 Edge News Straight Talk Star Trek TBA              | Lifestyles 
ESPN Motorcycles [Sponscenter Scoreboard College foot all Teams to Be Announced Football Scoreboard          Isporiscenier Auto Racing: Formula One 
me Movie    American Kickboxer t   Cont'd Movie    Fires Within Movie    Taking Care of Business Movie: "Naked Obsession 
50% OFF 
All Used Historical Fiction 
with this coupon 
PAUPER'S BOOKS 
206 N. Main 
352-2163 
' No trade credit nor other discounts with this offer 
Offer Expires 12-1-92 
HURRY IN 
FOR OUR 
IMPORTED BEER 
SPECIALS 
SOUTH SIDE SIX 
352-8639       737 S. MAIN 
*', ^TAPEr.C0£*c* 
Wideos 
6 : L i, 
V ' 
fosters 
Imports    /*» H«..rtis !•*»•  ^\    Postcards 
Rock & 
Stickers l / $1.00 oft -vauim 
/ w this AD .  \     . 
S6.00 or more. No limit!! 
f Expires 10 29 92 \ 
310, special order, consignment. 01 trndoc excluded 
2l *. 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON            OCTOBER 25,1992 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Tomorrow Siskel Working NFL Today NFL Football Chicago Bears at Green Bay Packers Movie    Until September 
O Sporting Ice Best Years Meeting Place Canada Hymn Sing     Sunday Arts Entertammen CFL Football  Toronto Argos at Winnipeg 8lue Bombers 
CD Real Estate Gary Pmkel J Cooper NFl Today NFL Football Regional Coverage Post-Game   | Paid Prog     | Oprah Winfrey 
© Toledo Fron Front Run This-NFL NFL Live NFL Football. Cincinnati Bengals at Houston Oilers NFL Football Browns at Patriots 
ffl Larry Jones Week-David Bnnkley Used Cars Close-Up Williams TV TBA Starlight Mov*    Petes Dragon Star Search 
m Tony Brown Heritage Firing Line Contrary Pacific Century White House Aftermath Market Editors One on One McLaughlin Geographic 
6B Black Bty Newtons At Issue  92 Vote Okl House   (Gourmet Cooking Gourmet Painting Sewing Lawrence Weik Show QED Scenes 
€9 Wilhams TV Tram-Dog Browns Insider Movie    Close Encounters of the Third Kind Movie    BWndie s Reward Harry-Hendr Belvedere 
© American Gladiators Star Trek Next Gener Movie:   Intimate Strangers                                               Movie    Hostage Flight Roseanne Family Ties 
ESPN Reporters Sportscente NFL Gameday Beach Volleyball Road Race LP8T Bowling Three Rivers Open Astro Dog Show Horse Racing 
IMC Party Hearst  Contd Movie   Lite Stinks JMovie:  The Freshman                                            jMovie   Casablanca 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News 60 Minutes World Series Game Seven Toronto Blue Jays at Atlanta Braves News Siskel Arsenio Hall 
a Bonanza Family Hour Stars on Ice TBA CBC News Special CBC News Auto Racine, Japanese Grand Prix 
CD News          JCBS News 60 Minutes Work) Series Game Seven Toronto Blue Jays at Atlanta Braves NtV.S Golden Girls Sister Margaret-Ladies 
CD NFL FootDall Secret Service 1 Witness Video Movie    In the Line ot Duty Street War News Street Justice TBA 
€D ABC News     Roggm s World of Discovery Videos Funniest Movie:  Bach to the Future Part II" Editors New WKRP 
© Lawrence Weik Show Ghostwriter    Ghostwriter Nature Masterpiece Theatre Surviving Salvation America s Political Parties Star Hustler 
© Ghostwriter Ghostwriter Austin City Limits Nature Art ol the Western World Masterpiece Theatre Chance Listening to America 
CD Star Trek Next Gener Great Scott1 Ben Stiller In Color Ben Stiller Married. Herman Flying Blind Woops1 Psychic felecasl Psychic 
CD Golden Girls  Gro Pains Great Scott' Ben Stiller In Color Ben Stiller Married Herman News Sports Xtra Murphy B Golden Girls Kenneth Copeiand 
ESPN PBTA Billiards Challenge NFL Swimsuit 90 Aerobics Championship Bodybuilding  Ms Olympia Sport scenter NFL NFL Great 
TMC Movie   Shattered' Movie:  The Hitman                             |Movie    Lite Stinks Movie    Mirror. Mirror 
MONDAY EVENING           OCTOBER 26,1992 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet-Lite Shade Hearts Afire Murphy B Love & War Picket Fences News Newhart \rsenio Hall 
O CBC News Road Mv nnocence CBC News Special Referendum 92 The Vote 
CD News "PS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Political Debate Murphy B    | Love I War | Picket Fences News Sweating Bullets Shopping 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cur. ANair Fresh Prince | Blossom Movie.   In the Deep Woods News Tonight Show 
CD Star Search ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Young Indiana Jones NFL Football Buffalo Bills at New York Jets Arsenio Hall 
CD Teacher lusiness MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Space Age Health Quarterly Our Nation s Health iaslEnders Columbus and Discovery 
CD Reading vtacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sand*go Space Age Health Quarterly To Be Announced Served Mystery1 
CD Full House Roseanne Married... Night Court Movie:  A Brother s Justice Star Trek Neit Gener Roseanne Rush L.        Studs Heat 
CD Roseanne Solden Girls Married.. You Bet-Lile Movie:  "A Brother s Justice News Murphy B. Star Trek: Next Generation Star Search 
ESPN Chck Flag Up Close Sport scenter Schaap Talk NFL Monday ,l::n   Mag Expedition Earth Amazing Games' Timber Sportscenter NfL Great 
TMC Movie. "The Fisher King" Cont'd Movie    Green Card Movie    Narrow Margin Movie    Child s Play 3 
Worth 
Watching 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
is on yout public 
station,Channel 
27. Check the 
listings for this 
week's progtams. 
WBGU 
TV27 
There's a new wing in town... 
BIG DADDY'S PEPPER WINGS 
you've never had wings like these 
BIG DADDY... 
You've never met anyone like him 
only at Trotters Tavern 
Friday -   Trotters Brown Jug Sirlon Speaks 
for itself. 
football - Food - Football - Food 
Bills vs. Jets 
Wings cooked to perfection 
by the wing master Chuck Brant; 
Master Degree in Wingology. 
Meet the gang at Trotters for 
Scotch eggs & Aioli. 
Make reservations at Trotters 
for the weekend. 352-5895 
Saturday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Trotters Tavern - Fall for a good time 
119 N. Main Downtown B.G. DRINK MILK! 
FrL, Oct. 13. 19tl The ladder Moflo«la« 1 
TUESDAY EVENING           OCTOBER 27,1992 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 two (1:111) 9:30 1(1:0(1 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:110 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet-Lite Rescue 911 Movie   The President s Child News Newhan Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Degrassi J Unexpected Movie    Green Ice 1 Journal CBC News Movie    The Blark Candle 
ID News CBS News Wh  Fortune Jeopardy1 Rescue 911 Movie:   The President s Child" News Forever Knight Shopping 
ID News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Affair Quantum Leap Reasonable Doubts Dateline News Tonight Show 
m Slar Search ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Full House Mr Cooper Roseanne Coach Gang to Extremes Arsenio Hall Nighttine Used Cars 
m In Itaiiano Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Nova Frontline Journal         ] Adam Smith EastEnders Space Age 
60 Reading MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Nova Fronrkne Listening to America Served Masterpiece Theatre 
m Full House Roseanne Married Night Court Movie    Stir Crazy Star Trek Next Gener RoMtnm Rush L Studs Heat 
© Roseanne Golden Girls Married You Bet-Life Movie    Blue Thunder News Murphy B Star Trek: Next Generation Star Search 
ESPN Triathlon Up Close Sport scente* NHL Hockey Los Angeies Kings at New York Islanders Outside the Lines Sportscenter Auto Racing 
TMC Movie    Red River   Coot d Movi.'     King of New York [Movie    The Unborn Movie   Watchers H 
WEDNESDAY EVENING             OCTOBER 28,1992 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet-Life Hat Squad In the Heat of the Night 48 Hours News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Degrassi J. Wild World Mov*   Red Flag The Ultimate Game Journal CBC News Movie:  The Moneymen 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Hat Squad In the Heat of the Night 48 Hows News Dangerous Curves Shopping 
ID News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Affair Unsolved Mysteries Seinfeld Mad-You This is Michael Borton News Tonight Show 
ffl Slar Search ABC News M-A-S'H Family Feud Wonder V Ooogie H Home Imp Laurie Hill Civil Wars Arsenio Hall Nightiine Used Cars 
m Teacher Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Russell House American Experience Bristol Bay Journal Frontline 
ID Reading MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego AlIssue   9? Vote Russell Cap Steps American Experience Taping Time tor Teachers 
ID Full House Roseanne Married Night Court Beverly Hills. 90210 Meirose Place Slar Trek Ne»t Gener Roseanne Rush L        | Studs Heal 
CD Roseanne Golden Girls Married You Bet-Life Beverly Hills. 90210 Mekose Place News Murphy B Star Trek Next Gener Slar Search 
ESPN Inside PGA Up Close Sportscenter PBA Bowling Rochester Open Boxing BpMdWMl Sportscenter America s Horse 
TMC Movie   Com nick anJ Eugene Movie:  Paradise Movie   Scanners II The New Order" Del by Temptation 
THURSDAY EVENING          OCTOBER 29,1992 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet-Life Top Cops Slreel Stones Knots Landing News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
O CBC News Degrassi J Sketches National Dream National Geographic Journal CBC NTH Movie: "To Each His Own 
ID News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Top Cops Street Stories Knots Landing News Silk Stalkmgs Shopping 
ID News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur. Affair Dif. World R&B Cheers        | Wings LA Law News Tonight Show 
QD Slar Search ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Delta Room-Two Homelront Primehme Live Arsenio HaH                     |N«)htiine Used Cars 
m In Itahano Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am. Business Mysleryi Listening to America Business Health Quarterly 
ID Reading MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Old House Venturing Mystery1 Wait for God | May-Dec. Served An ot the Western World 
ID Full House Roseanne Married Night Court Simpsons Martin Heights Star Trek Next Gener. Roseanne Rush L Studs Heat 
ID Roseanne Golden Girls Married You Bet-Life Simpsons Martin Heighls News Murphy B Star Trek Next Gener Star Search 
ESPN Senior Tour Up Close Sportscenter College Football Southern Mississippi at East Carolina Sportscenter                     Chck Flag Motorcycles 
TMC Movie, lite Stinks                              [Movie   American Nm|a 4: The Annihilation Movie ' Hangfire                                       JMovie:   Maniac Cop 2" 
Looking for Some thing tin iqu e i 
Stop In... 
SECOND SIGHT 
To See... 
• Customized'"Vintage Clothing & :>lnis 
• 'Beaded-Jewelry 
• Jeaturing "Works by Local Artists 
• Intentes by Lady Circe 
• Antiques, "Kfcords, "Books, Jurniture 
• Jexvelry and Much More! 
And Save... r -10%OfT "I 
I Any Purchase | 
l_  _WithCoupon_   _, 
126 West Woosler 
Bowling Green, OH 
Main 
|BGSU| 
THE 
TANNING 
CENTER 
2 locations 
• 248 N.Main 354-1559 
• 993 S. Main 353-8826 
Your Tanning Professionals 
since 1981 
we honor local 
competitors lower     |^^=| 
advertised price. 
® 
MIXED 
BOUQUETS 
$4_50 
428 E. WOOSTER 353-1045 
